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Executive Summary 

This thesis has set out to examine the financial crisis of 2008 including the preceding developments as well as 

the following Eurozone sovereign debt crisis. Although much literature has been written on the individual 

subjects investigated in the thesis, it has aimed at adding value to the existing research by providing a more 

complete account and analysis of developments. The perspective of the thesis is of the five countries Iceland, 

Ireland, Spain, the UK and the USA, which all experienced similar developments over the course of the 2000s 

before the financial crisis. These all countries experienced real estate booms, high economic growth and 

increasing domestic and external indebtedness, which led to the built up of large mainly private sector 

vulnerabilities in the economies. These vulnerabilities resulted in the largest international financial crisis in 

modern time, when economic conditions changed in 2007-2008.  

The financial crisis and ensuing banking crises are analyzed through the framework of Minsky (1978), who 

proposed the financial instability hypothesis to explain the inherent instability of capitalist economies. It 

explains how economies are inclined to move from steady states to more vulnerable situations as periods of 

benign environment tend to lead to overinvestment and indebtedness as in the five countries of interest. 

Following the financial crisis governments around the world engaged in large scale financial sector bailouts and 

fiscal expansions to counteract the subsequent recessions from private sector deleveraging. However, some 

Eurozone countries including Ireland and Spain found that the increasing public deficits and debt to GDP levels 

led to sovereign debt sustainability concerns, where financial markets priced sovereign risk differently than 

before the financial crisis. This is analyzed in relation to currency crisis models, where especially third 

generation models concerning private sector vulnerabilities have provided important insights. These models 

explain some of the mechanisms such as self-fulfilling crisis and contagion at work during the Eurozone debt 

crisis, providing a link from banking to sovereign debt crises in Ireland and Spain. 

An important result in this thesis is the fact that monetary unions such as the Eurozone have some features, 

which make member countries more prone to self-fulfilling crisis of confidence. It builds on the findings of De 

Grauwe (2011), who point out that because members of the Eurozone do not have a lender of last resort to 

ensure liquidity within government bonds markets. Without such a lender of last resort, the governments of 

Ireland and Spain in fact borrow in a currency over which they have no control, making them more susceptible 

to a liquidity crisis. This he finds has been important in explaining the different interest rates charged by 

financial markets to countries with similar economic fundamentals such as debt to GDP levels.  
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1 Introduction 

A long period of benign global economic environment and growing imbalances in the 2000s came to a sudden 

stop with the Subprime crisis in 2007. In 2008 developments took a turn for the worse as the financial crisis 

struck in the autumn. To counteract this crisis authorities around the world resorted to aggressive monetary 

and fiscal responses, including bailouts of banks and fiscal stimuli packages etc., which essentially became a 

huge burden for public balances causing deficits and debt levels to increase. Although especially advanced 

countries experienced similar developments in their fundamentals such as debt to Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) levels, these had the effect of causing debt sustainability concerns in the Eurozone, where investors 

began charging countries much higher premiums for holding their government debt.  

Minsky (1978) has with his financial instability hypothesis contributed to the understanding of how economies 

move from a stable state into becoming more speculative and increasingly indebted until an often painful 

correction occurs. Mishkin (2011) has analyzed the financial crisis thoroughly and tried to put it into the 

perspective of developments taking place before the crisis. De Grauwe (2011) has been very focused upon 

trying to explain why the Eurozone countries are particularly prone to financial market reactions. Much in the 

same way that many scholars apart from those mentioned above have also contributed in various ways, but 

what is particularly interesting in this thesis is the fact that it attempts to provide a fuller picture. The scope of 

the thesis starts with the credit booms in the early 2000s, move to the banking crises which followed and then 

ends with the current Eurozone sovereign debt crisis of today. By examining more closely the individual 

developments and different theories of interest, the thesis aims at combining them together to offer a broader 

and more complete picture of the unfolding events of the past decade up until today.  

Accordingly, this analysis will explore different theories and developments taking place in five different 

countries. The five countries Iceland, Ireland, Spain, the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States of America 

(USA) all developed similarly in the 2000s with high economic growth, real estate booms and increasing 

especially private sector indebtedness. But when the financial crisis hit in 2008, their responses were not the 

same and neither were the consequences of those responses. Iceland was hit very hard by the financial crisis, 

and the country was unlike the other four unable to bail out its ailing banking sector. But after some rough 

years where Iceland needed help from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the country has actually 

emerged somewhat better in the recent years. Ireland was also hit extremely hard by the crisis and the rescue 

of its banking sector increased government debt to the extent that the government needed to be bailed out by 
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the IMF and Eurozone partners. Although, the Spanish banking sector fared better in the aftermath of the 

financial crisis, problems have emerged lately and due to the fact that government budgets are stretched thin 

from the recession after the crisis, the banking sector is being helped by Eurozone partners. Both the UK and 

the USA have also suffered from high debt levels after the financial crisis, but unlike Ireland and Spain, the two 

countries have as will be seen not yet been punished with high borrowing costs. 

Developments after the financial crisis of 2008 are thus analyzed in the later part of the thesis, in which 

institutional differences such as Ireland and Spain being in the Eurozone as explanations for the different 

market assessments of risk will be examined. Accordingly, the thesis ends in a discussion of the different 

relevant theories concerning the Eurozone debt crisis to figure out why the Eurozone came into trouble with 

financial markets and what remedies to take. 

1.1 Problem Statement and Delineation 
This thesis has set out to conduct an analysis of banking crises and how they develop into sovereign solvency 

concerns. The focus is the chain of events where bank balance sheet problems transform into a banking crisis, 

which in turn prompts public interventions. These interventions including asset guarantees, bail outs of 

financial institutions, may or may not lead to sovereign solvency concerns. This depends among other things on 

the condition of the public sector before the crisis, the extent of public interventions and the institutional 

framework surrounding the sovereigns including the exchange rate regime. The idea is to empirically analyze 

data and gather theories within the different areas and put them into the context of the recent financial crisis 

in 2008. Thus, this thesis will attempt to study the events taking place before, during and after the financial 

crisis, by examining developments in the five countries Iceland, Ireland, Spain, the UK and The USA, and then 

putting this into theoretical perspective. These five countries shared several characteristics as they all 

experienced real estate bubbles and credit booms in the years preceding the subprime crisis in 2007 and the 

financial crisis in 2008. Then as the boom turned to a bust they all experienced a sharp downturn, but their 

reactions and consequences of those were not similar. This is what makes the analysis of their developments 

very interesting and forms the foundation of the thesis. 

As there are endless approaches and perspectives to explore in an analysis of this magnitude, it has been 

important to limit the theories and data looked into. It is thus beyond the scope of this thesis to perform an in 

depth analysis of each individual country. Although labor market structures, detailed banking legislation, the 

role of rating agencies and international cooperation are other interesting aspects of the financial crisis and its 
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aftermath, these are left for other researchers to look into. The same can is true about the Eurozone debt 

crisis, where the political structure of the Eurozone and the European Central Bank (ECB), as well as 

developments taking place in Greece, Portugal and Italy have undoubtedly been important factors. However, 

the emphasis being on banking crises and how they affect the public balance sheets, this must necessarily limit 

the focus with regards to these three countries as they did not experience the same private sector boom and 

bust as Ireland and Spain. Accordingly, the thesis is based to the following subject delineation: 

Unsustainable bank credit expansion and sovereign debt crises - a comparison of causes and effects in five 

countries under varying exchange rate regimes 

This subject delineation has in turn prompted the formation of the following four research questions: 

What developments took place in the five countries in the years leading up to the recent banking crises and 

what initiated these crises? 

What happened during the banking crises and how were the different economic developments in the years after 

the crises? 

What were the differences and similarities in the fiscal and monetary responses to the banking crises in the five 

countries of interest? 

Can institutional and exchange rate regime differences explain the diverging economic developments 

happening in the years after the banking crises as well as financial market responses towards sovereigns and 

their debt sustainability? 

1.2 The Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis aims at answering of the four questions within the scope of the subject delineation, which has been 

instrumental to the structure of the thesis. The analysis part of the thesis is structured around the 

chronological order of events occurring, starting from growing imbalances, over banking crises, followed by 

developments after the banking crises, with a special focus on public intervention and then ending in a 

discussion regarding sovereign debt sustainability. 

 Before the analysis starts, however, the next two chapters will examine the existing literature on the most 

important fields in this thesis and the methodological approach taken. The first part of the analysis, chapters 4 

and 5, has to do with developments and the growing imbalances taking place in the 2000s, as well as theories 

as to why they took place. Chapter 4 examines some of the theories proposed by different scholars for the 
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developments and growing imbalances that took place in the 2000s. Chapter 5 then addresses the comparative 

economic data for the five individual countries of interest. 

In the second part of the analysis, chapters 6 to 8, banking crises in general, including the theory surrounding 

banking crises are examined. These theories are then put into the context of developments during the financial 

crisis in 2008. Chapter 6 provides basic insights into the natural vulnerability of banks as well as looking into 

empirical studies and existing theories of banking crises including Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis. 

Chapter 7 then concerns the most recent banking crises taking place during the financial crisis of 2008, focusing 

on the five countries of interest. Each individual country is analyzed closely in order to compare the responses 

taken by governments during the crises. Chapter 8 presents comparative data on the economic developments 

taking place in the five countries after the financial crisis. 

The last three chapters before the conclusion revolves around the public sector responses to the financial 

crisis, the effect it has had as well as the consequences for the two Eurozone countries Ireland and Spain in 

particular. In chapter 9 the public responses both fiscal and monetary, during and after the financial crisis are 

both examined. In the chapter the crucial connection between banking crises and sovereign debt concerns 

arising from bailing out and guaranteeing assets of financial institutions under distress will be explained. 

Chapter 10 focuses on the debt sustainability concerns emerging in the Eurozone following the financial crisis, 

which has also affected Ireland and Spain. The fundamentals of the five countries of interest are compared and 

specific sustainability calculations are performed, which reveal some very interesting insights. Lastly the 

responses of governments attempting to consolidate public finances as well as specific actions taken by the 

ECB to counteract the unfolding debt crises in the Eurozone are described. In chapter 11 before the conclusion 

a theoretical discussion about the Eurozone debt crisis and its reasons are analyzed by looking at important 

academic contributions. More specifically the discussion revolves around why Ireland and Spain including other 

Eurozone countries have been charged much higher risk premiums on their sovereign debt despite similar and 

sometimes better fundamentals than Iceland, the UK and the USA. The theories look into institutional 

differences and financial market reactions including herd behavior, contagion, multiple equilibria and self-

fulfilling prophecies. Finally chapter 12 concludes by presenting the most important findings of the thesis. 
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2 Literature Review 
The purpose of this section is to pinpoint the theoretical frameworks used in the thesis. The idea of the thesis is 

to present some the most widely acknowledged views of academia, which then form the basis for 

understanding the respective developments taking place. There are numerous academic articles and literature 

to be found in the academic areas of interest in this thesis, which makes it easier to find high quality 

contributions, but at the same time increases the risk of coming across less serious contributions to academia. 

In order to ensure the highest standard possible throughout the theoretical parts of the thesis, the work of 

some of the most well-known and acknowledged economists are presented. Thus academic contributions from 

renowned scholars such as Minsky, Taylor, Obstfeld, Rogoff, Diamond, Dybvig and others are presented to 

form the theoretical foundation of the thesis. Although the structure of the thesis is divided into three parts, 

the focus in this literature review will be mainly on the last two parts. Firstly banking and financial crises 

literature will be look into followed by literature on currency crises and sovereign debt sustainability issues. 

2.1 Banking and Financial Crises 

In order to understand the developments leading to a banking crisis, the theory of the financial instability 

hypothesis proposed by Minsky (1978) is looked into. The financial instability hypothesis, which he originally 

proposed in 1972, has gained more attention and importance from academics and practitioners of economics 

in recent years following the financial crisis of 2008, as the developments preceding the crisis regarding credit 

cycles were similar to the dynamics described in the hypothesis. The financial instability hypothesis describes 

the inherent instability of capitalist economies, where periods of prosperity and stability leads to excessive 

speculations and over-investment that in turn creates vulnerabilities. During good times investors tend to 

overinvest in various assets by issuing debt. But at some point the cash generated by these assets will be 

inadequate to service the large amount of debt, which will force investors into selling both solid and 

speculative assets as debt is being called in. The following effect will be a negative spiral of collapsing asset 

prices and increasing demand for liquidity, which, if left undealt with by authorities such as the central bank, is 

likely to lead to economic depression as economic agents scramble for cash (Minsky, 1978). Related to Minsky 

is the literature of Kindleberger (1978), which is based upon the ideas of Minsky. In his book Kindleberger 

investigates the past 400 years of financial crises stemming from excessive optimism and bubbles. In this thesis 

it has thus been the attempt to understand the recent financial crisis and the developments leading to it based 

upon the framework first proposed by Minsky in the financial instability hypothesis. 
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Following the financial instability hypothesis framework both the nature of banks and general characteristics of 

banking crises will be studied. The structure of banks and their natural vulnerability to bank runs due to the 

mismatch between short-term liabilities and long-term assets is based upon the work of Diamond (2007). His 

work builds upon the original model of bank runs proposed by Diamond and Dybvig (1983). Their model 

formally explains how bank runs are perfectly rational actions taken by depositors. As a bank serves on a first in 

first served basis, depositors know that in case bank liabilities are larger than assets and equity perhaps due to 

a shock on the asset side, only those who are at the bank first will be paid. That is unless some arrangement 

such as deposit insurance is in place, in which case depositors will not rush to withdraw any amounts insured. 

However prior to financial crisis in 2008 many banks had been increasingly dependent upon wholesale 

interbank funding, which is not covered by deposit insurance, thus making many banks vulnerable to the same 

mechanisms as during a traditional bank run. This formed the foundation for international systemic banking 

crises as defined by Reinhart and Rogoff (2009: p11) as: “bank runs that lead to the closure, merging, or 

takeover by  the public sector of one or more financial institutions.”  

2.2 Currency Crises and Sovereign Debt Sustainability Concerns 

The Eurozone debt crisis is as will be shown later related to theories on currency crises. Thus the literature 

review must necessarily look into the existing literature in this area. Currency crises literature has been divided 

into models of three different generations, which incorporate different aspects. First generation models were 

proposed by Krugman (1979) and are based upon Salant and Hendersons’ (1978) model of buying attacks on 

commodity price stabilization schemes. In this type of model authorities pegging their exchange rates will do so 

until their exchange rate reserves are used, at which point they will be forced to allow their currency to float. 

The attacks of financial markets speed up inevitable adjustment needed due to imbalances such as public 

deficits, current account deficits etc. that makes the pegging of the exchange rate unsustainable (Eichengreen, 

Rose and Wyplosz, 1995).   

Spurred by developments in Latin American countries in the 1980s and in particular the Exchange Rate 

Mechanism (ERM) crisis in Europe in the early 1990s, second generation models were invented. These types of 

models inspired by Obstfeld (1994) as well as Ozkan and Sutherland (1994) focus on macroeconomic tradeoffs 

facing authorities such as maintaining pegged exchange rate e.g. by keeping nominal interest rates higher than 

they would have done under a floating exchange rate, perhaps due to high unemployment. Most authorities 

will be inclined to defend the peg under normal circumstances, but if financial markets suddenly attack the peg 

and thereby demand even tougher short term pains to uphold the peg, authorities will be more inclined to 
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abandon the peg. This creates a situation with multiple equilibria and where currency attacks such as those on 

the UK, Italy, Spain and Sweden in the early 1990s ERM crisis creates a large degree of self-fulfilling crisis of 

confidence (Krugman, 2001). Gerlach and Smets (1994) make another important contribution to this 

generation of models as they add the element of contagion. Their model illustrates how a successful 

speculative attack on one country might induce financial markets to reevaluate current and future evolution in 

fundamentals of a similar country and start a speculative attack there as well (Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz, 

1995).  In their paper Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1995) document this type of contagion empirically by 

looking at the ERM crisis.   

The third generation of models are based upon the financial crisis in the South East Asian economies and can 

according to Krugman (2001) be divided into three categories. The first type looks at moral-hazard-driven 

investments that lead to excessive external debt buildup and eventually currency collapse. These models are 

based upon works by McKinnon and Pill (1998), Krugman (1998) and lastly Corsetti, Pesenti and Roubini (1998). 

They look into private sector over-borrowing, which in the South East Asian crisis of 1997 was exacerbated by 

large unhedged foreign currency positions held by the banking sector1. The second version of these models 

originating from Chang and Velasco (1998) focus on bank run models of the Diamond-Dybvig type in open 

economies. Chang and Velasco (1998) study financial liberalizations and short-term capital flows from abroad, 

which exacerbates banking sector vulnerabilities to exogenous shocks and expectation shifts of markets. After 

an initial shock, a credit crunch and liquidation of investment projects will cause real output decreases and 

collapsing asset prices, which under a fixed exchange rate regime will turn into a run on the currency if the 

central bank attempts at acting as a lender of last resort. Finally, the last of these types of models as the one 

proposed by Krugman (1999) studies balance-sheet implications of currency depreciations. His model revolves 

around firm balance-sheet vulnerabilities, which result in a real investment collapse that in turn leads to capital 

flight as modeled by Bernanke and Gertler (1989). Their model together with a similar model proposed by 

Schneider and Tornell (2000) are actually incorporating moral-hazard concerns as those of the first type. The 

common denominator of all three types of models in the third generation however is the fact that they look at 

private sector imbalances as opposed to mainly public sector imbalances of the two earlier generations. This is 

what makes currency crisis models particularly appropriate in explaining parts of the Eurozone debt crisis 

related to Ireland and Spain in particular as will be seen later. They also provide the link between banking crises 

and sovereign debt sustainability concerns, which is essential in this thesis.  

                                                             
1 For an elaborated account of the South East Asian crisis in 1997 see Appendix III 
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3 Methodology 
This thesis is an empirical study of key developments taking place the last dozen of years in five countries 

staring from year 2000. Thus the research questions have been addressed by analyzing mostly quantitative 

secondary data and making use of relevant theories and academic contributions where applicable. Studying 

this amount of data and theories over such a period in a 60 page analysis requires thorough selection on behalf 

of the researcher in order for the thesis not to become shallow and uninteresting. But at the same time a study 

of such magnitude has the huge advantage of being able to better provide a more complete picture and 

comprehension of interconnected developments taking place over the period of time studied.  

3.1 Data Sources 
The empirical nature of this thesis makes it very dependent upon the data sources used for explanations and 

elaborations in the analyses. It has thus been of the utmost importance to make use of reliable sources of 

information in order to make the correct inferences. Accordingly all data used for charts, tables or the like 

throughout the thesis are without exception found from internationally renowned sources such as the IMF, 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), World Bank or other highly credible sources 

such as respective central banks of the countries in question. The same can be set for projections of data such 

as debt levels, primary surpluses and the like into the future, to ensure the highest amount of credibility and 

precision when analyzing the data or calculations. Generally speaking most of the data span from 2000 to 2012, 

however some data is slightly older and some projections into the future such as debt levels go as far as 2017.  

Data limitations have generally been of little concern as the international databases used are very abundant, 

but whenever data has been unobtainable through reliable sources, it has not been used in the thesis. This has 

at time caused difficulties or concerns, but the quality of the data used has been the highest priority. 

Fortunately much data has in general been easily accessible and obtainable from the same source for 

comparable uses, but in a few cases different sources have been used in obtaining comparable data. This is 

true for housing prices, credit growth, short-term interest rates, central bank balance sheets and the debt 

levels used for sustainability calculations. But in each case no important differences in the type of data have 

been found, and the data although not from identical sources has thus been deemed reliable for comparative 

uses. 
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3.2 Sustainability Calculations 
The sustainability calculations used in chapter 10 is based upon rearranging the formula from the ECB Monthly 

Bulletin (April, 2012). For simplicity the deficit-debt adjustments regarding financial transfers, privatization 

receipts etc. is disregarded and the equation becomes:  

  

 
 (   )  

 

 
 

The equation states that the primary balance (PB), i.e. government balance before interest, to GDP (Y) must be 

equal to the interest-growth differential i.e. the difference between the real interest rate (r) and real growth (g) 

times debt (D) over GDP (Y) in order for debt to be sustainable. This is admittedly a much simpler sustainability 

convention than used by most academics in the field. But it is used due to data availability and a desire to keep 

things as simple as possible, especially since there is already enough uncertainty regarding the inputs used. 

Some of the calculations are based on expectations regarding the inputs such as GDP growth, Interest rates 

paid etc. for 2012 and 2013, which means they will likely be adjusted somewhat when the actual numbers are 

available anyway. However, the point of performing these sustainability calculations is not to make them as 

realistic as possible by adding more variables, but rather to provide some basic intuitions regarding 

sustainability and progresses made. This is the reason as to why simplicity has been chosen over more accurate 

and advanced models.  
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4 Developments leading to the International Financial Crisis 
The global financial crisis in 2008 cannot be explained by one single factor, but was a result of a number of 

developments, policies and global imbalances, which had been building up in the years before the crisis. 

Although the USA was the epicenter of the crisis, many other countries had developed in similar or worse ways 

than the USA and were as much a part of the global imbalances that had been built up. Furthermore, some of 

the causes of the imbalances resulted not just from internal developments and policies in the so-called deficit 

countries i.e. countries with current account deficits, which are the focus of this thesis. These imbalances were 

also a result of the economic and exchange rate policies pursued by some of the surplus countries not least 

China. The point of this chapter of the thesis is to explain the developments leading up to the financial crisis in 

order to comprehend the developments which followed after the crisis. As will be seen after reading this 

chapter is that the focus countries of the thesis experienced similar developments before the crisis with large 

increases in real estate prices, current account deficits, cheap and easily available international credit, 

increased household indebtedness, and relatively high growth. The first thing to examine is the different 

theories explaining the developments, which led to the financial crisis in a series of countries, while focusing 

mainly on the USA due to its importance and the literature surrounding it. 

4.1 Multiple Causes for the Developments prior to the Financial Crisis 
There is far from a general academic consensus as to what was the main factor describing the development 

which lead to financial crises in countries around the world2. However, rather than adhering to one or two 

main causes, many scholars such as Rogoff and Obstfeld (2009) try to make a case for having a multitude of 

interacting rather than conflicting reasons for the developments, which led to the global imbalances and 

thereby the financial crisis triggered by financial shocks and uncertainty in the autumn of 2008. Something 

which they describe as; “In the USA, the  interaction among the Fed’s3 monetary stance, global real interest 

rates, credit market distortions, and financial innovation created the toxic mix of conditions making the USA 

the epicenter of the global financial crisis. Outside the USA, exchange rate and other economic policies 

followed by emerging markets such as China contributed to the United States’ ability to borrow cheaply abroad 

and thereby finance its unsustainable housing bubble.” (Rogoff and Obstfeld, 2009). Accordingly, the financial 

crisis was the result of the economic policies pursued in the 2000s as well as the interaction between the 

different factors at play, which caused huge imbalances that came into play after the exogenous shock in terms 

increased investor risk aversion in the autumn of 2008. 

                                                             
2 See Appendix I for a presentation of the different theories explaining the developments leading to the financial crisis 
3 Fed is short for Federal Reserve, which is the central bank in the USA 
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While Rogoff and Obstfeld (2009) acknowledge the developments taking place in developing countries in the 

2000s and the global imbalances, they refrain from calling it a causing factor of the financial crisis in the USA 

Instead they argue that the low global real interest rates, made it easy for the USA to postpone tough policy 

decisions and borrow cheaply from abroad, which was assisted by a great appetite for USA assets, especially on 

behalf of foreign banks. Apart from the cheap borrowing, asset price movements and dollar appreciations 

made the net liabilities of the USA grow at lower rates than the current account deficits until autumn 2008, 

easing the future burden. The nominal short term interest rate was kept low in the USA as well as other deficit 

countries, which will be described in a more detailed manner later on. This fact and the low global real interest 

rates play a key role in the continued housing price appreciations and widened global imbalances from 2004. 

The low interest rates in the USA and elsewhere became a powerful multiplier mechanism of unrealistic 

expectations, asset market distortions and agency problems, especially in the housing finance market. These 

asset appreciations in turn became a driver of increased consumption and not least borrowing. At the same 

time the financial innovation of securitization and bundling of products, which contained unknown high levels 

of systemic risk, were sold as triple-A, the highest achievable rating grade in terms of safety, products to 

especially European banks. These products became a huge source of contagion from the USA later on when 

things turned around and the assets became toxic (Rogoff and Obstfeld, 2009).  

Although similar developments took place in the other four countries focused upon in this thesis, the main 

focus of this chapter was on the USA. The other four countries will be examined more closely through data in 

the following chapter.   
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5 The Developments in the 2000s 
The years from 2000 and until the financial crisis outbreak in 2007-2008 were benign in most parts of the 

world. Some countries, in particular those focused upon in this thesis, experienced even better economic 

developments as will be seen in this chapter. “Economic growth was generally robust; inflation generally low, 

international trade and especially financial flows expanded; and the emerging and developing world 

experienced widespread progress and a notable absence of crises.” (Rogoff and Obstfeld, 2009). This chapter 

takes a closer look at the economic data in the years before the financial crises, namely 2000-2007, focusing on 

the five countries of interest. After reading this chapter it becomes clear how the five economies all 

overheated, driven by increased indebtedness and asset appreciations. 

5.1 Real Estate Boom 
During the booming years of the 2000s housing prices in many countries appreciated a lot. Even despite 

building booms increasing supply greatly in Ireland and Spain, these two countries saw ever increasing housing 

prices in the 2000s as well (see chart below). 

 

While increasing to just under twice their 1999 value in the USA in 2007, nominal housing prices in the four 

other countries even more than doubled during these eight years. Thus by 2007 very high expectations had 

been priced into the asset prices, which as will be seen later helped make the economies more vulnerable to 

changing investor sentiments and risk pricing. 
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5.2 Booming Economic Growth 
The period before the financial crisis was optimistic and the low interest rates, asset appreciations and general 

optimism resulted in high economic growth (see table below).  

Real GDP growth in percent 

    2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Iceland   3.9 0.1 2.4 7.8 7.2 4.7 6.0 

Ireland   4.8 5.9 4.2 4.5 5.3 5.3 5.2 

Spain   3.6 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.6 4.1 3.5 

United Kingdom 3.2 2.7 3.5 3.0 2.1 2.6 3.5 

United States 1.1 1.8 2.5 3.5 3.1 2.7 1.9 

Source: IMF 2012 

 

Economic growth rates accelerate at the beginning of the period and remain high even during 2007, when the 

subprime crisis strikes. Especially the smaller economies of Iceland and Ireland experience very high economic 

growth during the booming years. However, as will be seen in later chapters of the thesis, the boom led to 

overheating of particularly the smaller economies, with more abrupt consequences when the financial crisis hit 

in 2008. 

5.3 Credit Boom and Increased Private Sector Indebtedness 
Under the generally benign economic conditions with high economic growth, rising asset prices and thereby 

few loan losses, credit standards were gradually loosened, which together with low international interest rates 

led to a credit boom (see table below).  

Domestic Private Sector Debt in percent of GDP 

  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Iceland 97.1 98.8 105.2 130.4 164.6 247.9 319.5 261.4 

Ireland 104.5 109.3 108.4 113.7 133.0 159.5 180.5 198.9 

Spain 97.8 101.2 105.7 113.2 124.9 145.7 167.0 187.9 

United Kingdom 129.3 134.4 138.3 143.2 150.8 159.6 170.7 187.2 

United States 168.4 176.7 167.6 183.3 191.4 195.8 205.7 213.9 

Source: The World Bank 2012 - Domestic credit to private sector refers to financial resources provided to the private sector, such as 
through loans, purchases of non-equity securities, trade credits and other accounts receivable 

 

It became increasingly popular for banks to tap into international wholesale interbank markets for credit, 

which proved both a cheap and readily available source of funding for the ever expanding bank balance sheets 
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of the booming years. Companies, banks and households alike were generally optimistic about the future in all 

five countries, which led to large private sector booms within investments, consumption and thereby 

indebtedness. Developments in Iceland were particularly alarming, but all other four countries experience a 

marked increasing of private sector indebtedness during the booming years. Thus by 2007 all five countries’ 

private sectors had seen indebtedness grow by between 45 to 165 percentage points to GDP in just eight years.  

5.4 Current Accounts and External Debt 
As the private and in some countries public sectors expanded through increased indebtedness, this also meant 

tapping into international credit markets. Thus all five countries saw their current account deficits increase 

from 2001 to 2007 as they imported capital from abroad. 

Current Accounts in percent of GDP 

  2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Iceland -4.3 1.6 -4.8 -9.8 -16.2 -25.7 -15.7 -28.4 

Ireland -0.6 -1.0 0.0 -0.6 -3.5 -3.5 -5.3 -5.7 

Spain -3.9 -3.3 -3.5 -5.3 -7.4 -9.0 -10.0 -9.6 

United Kingdom -2.1 -1.7 -1.6 -2.1 -2.6 -3.2 -2.5 -1.4 

United States -3.9 -4.3 -4.7 -5.3 -5.9 -6.0 -5.1 -4.7 

Source: IMF 2012 

 

Developments were particularly serious for Iceland and the two Eurozone countries Ireland and Spain, which 

experienced the largest increases in deficits. The picture is the same when taking a look at gross external debt 

from 2001-2008, where all countries built up debt abroad. 

Gross External Public and Private Sector Debt in percent of GDP 

  2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Iceland 120.4 108.8 134.3 172.9 285.7 442.7 567.9 970.7 

Ireland 332.8 413.0 464.6 567.6 661.7 794.4 871.8 880.3 

Spain 77.2 93.4 110.7 118.1 119.3 146.0 159.5 145.2 

United Kingdom 225.8 238.4 290.2 305.4 323.5 378.2 402.1 339.3 

United States 50.2 55.9 62.3 70.4 75.0 83.6 95.4 95.2 

Source: Reinhart and Rogoff Database 2012 

 

This to a large degree reflects the tremendous expansion of the banking sectors internationally, especially in 

Iceland and Ireland in the 2000s. From negligible external debt levels in the 1990s, both countries’ banking 
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systems expanded hugely abroad, in particular by tapping into foreign wholesale sources of funding. But even 

the growth in Spain and the UK was very large in its own right. Thus by 2008 all countries had built up relatively 

large debt positions abroad and although they also held assets, these would prove to be inadequate when 

interbank markets froze in 2008 as will be shown later. 

5.5 Vulnerabilities from the Economic Boom 
The booming expansion of the five economies of the 2000s had left them overheated and vulnerable4. Much of 

the pricing of assets relied as will be seen shortly on continued favorable economic conditions and rising asset 

prices. Thus when economic conditions did turn it resulted in a very sharp downturn in asset prices, starting 

with subprime real estate assets in the USA in 2007. As losses started to mount from toxic assets following the 

subprime crisis and the financial crisis in 2008 on banks’ balance sheets, the crisis developed into full scale 

banking crises in many countries as the next part of the thesis will show.   

                                                             
4 For an individual overview of the four economies excluding the USA described in the thesis and their developments see 
Appendix II 
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6 International Banking Crises 
Having described the developments and causes of developments, which led to the largest international 

financial crisis in modern times, the coming part of the thesis looks more closely at the various banking crises 

that followed. Unlike many other recent crises such as the East Asian in 1997-98 in which contagion spread 

from Thailand to similar Asian economies, the financial crisis in 2008 was not limited to a specific region or 

country. It became a full-blown international crisis due to the close links of financial markets, which meant that 

not only the five countries of interest, where imbalances had been building up in the forms of e real estate 

bubbles and increased indebtedness, were affected. Countries around the world were affected directly through 

contagion as especially European banks and financial institutions held large positions of toxic assets such as the 

American subprime assets. Before analyzing the developments taking place in the recent banking crises, a 

general framework and understanding of banks and banking crises is looked into. 

6.1 The Financial Instability Hypothesis 
The financial instability hypothesis proposed by Minsky (1978) is a way of understanding the inherent 

instability of capitalist economies and business cycles as well as the role of debt. The simplest model explained 

here assumes that in each period some profits are made from earlier periods’ investments in assets and these 

aggregate profits are the cash flows determined by aggregate investment in the current period5. Thus expected 

profits depend on future investment whereas realized profits depend on current investment. In acquiring 

assets and investing some liabilities such as loans from profit seeking banks are made and accordingly liabilities 

are also validated each period by investments made in that period. Current investment is made by 

businessmen and bankers under the expectation that investments will take in the future and thereby generate 

profits. The financial system and debt structure in the model depends on financial positions, which can be 

categorized as either hedge finance, speculative finance or Ponzi finance.  

Hedge positions are those positions where cash flows gained are expected to exceed cash flows made to the 

liabilities. Liabilities are mostly long term debt and the expected present value of a hedge position is positive 

for every finite interest rate.  

Speculative positions’ cash flows fall short of covering total cash flows from liabilities, but are able to cover 

interest payments and needs to roll over near term debt each period. Expected present value of a speculative 

position is positive at low interest rates and negative at high interest rates. 

                                                             
5 In more complex models profits are determined by current investment, government deficit, balance of payment surplus 
and consumption preferences as well, but as the general effects are the same simplicity is chosen. 
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Ponzi positions’ cash flows fall short of cash flows needed for the liabilities including interest payments and 

such positions must accordingly increase debt each period in order to meet obligations. Ponzi positions depend 

upon increasing asset prices to keep on borrowing and their expected present values are positive at low 

enough interest rates and rely on a bonanza in the future. 

At any point in time all three types of positions exist in a capitalist economy, but the current mixture depends 

upon the history of the economy. The economy has both stable and unstable financing regimes, which depends 

upon the mixture of finance positions. After a longer period of tranquility risk premiums tend to fall and asset 

prices increase accordingly, which increases the preferences for more speculative and Ponzi positions. Rising 

investments from larger profits will lead to more investments that lead to larger profits going forward at 

constant interest rates, which increase the asset values through their present values. Such an increase will 

provide the incentive to borrow more in order to invest more and result in a boom. This will make the economy 

more sensitive to changes in interest rates as more speculative and Ponzi units start appearing and meanwhile 

speculation tend to create an inflationary pressure as well. Monetary authorities will often raise interest rates 

in an attempt to constrain inflation. The rising interest rates decrease the present value of expected profits 

from assets in the future. This turns speculative units into Ponzi units and makes the previously positive net 

worth of Ponzi units negative. As Ponzi units try or are forced by banks to close their financial positions they 

will attempt to sell even their solid assets, which will cause a collapse of asset prices as demand for liquidity 

rises. The result can be a financial crisis and if not dealt with by central banks acting as lenders of last resort 

and governments the negative spiral can even drive the real economy into a depression as liquidity dries up 

(Minsky, 1978). 

The point at which the negative spiral starts has been named the Minsky moment. It is the moment where 

over-indebted investors are forced into selling even their good assets to repay the loans taken on during good 

times. This starts a sharp decline in asset prices and increases demand for cash that can force the central bank 

to act. The Minsky moment rest on the thinking of Minsky, namely that in good times investors are prone to 

take on risk and the longer the boom goes on the more risk investors will assume. This leaves them vulnerable 

and at a certain point the cash generated from their assets is insufficient to pay off the large amounts of debt 

taken on to buy the assets in the first place. This is likely to lead to a collapse in asset values and it is the point 

when the Minsky moment has occurred (Lahart, 2007). 
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The financial instability hypothesis proposed by Minsky in the 1970s has gotten renewed attention after the 

most recent global crisis in 2008, which fitted well into the hypothesis. However, before turning to the most 

recent banking crises, the structure of banks as well as the different forms and initiating factors of banking 

crises are looked into. 

6.2 The Structure of Banks 
Generally speaking banks have a natural vulnerability as they transform short-term liabilities into mostly long-

term assets. This is part of their role of creating liquidity for investors, businesses or consumers when needed. 

Rather than lending money directly to others, many agents prefer to lend at least some of their assets through 

banks as they provide both security and liquidity when needed. The bank thus performs the role of 

intermediary as well as supervisor between various agents. Under normal circumstances the system works 

smoothly as the bank holds enough liquid means to satisfy those depositors needing it on a daily basis. But 

there exists a mismatch of maturity as they make loans which cannot be quickly transformed into liquid means 

at high prices, whereas depositors or investors in the case of money market mutual funds later discussed can 

withdraw their funds almost immediately. This is known to all and is the reason why banks are so vulnerable 

during financial turmoil such as a financial crisis or a bank run. It can be perfectly rational for depositors to 

engage in a bank run depending on the prevailing equilibrium, as banks serve on a first come first served basis. 

Thus if assets and bank equity are inadequate to cover liabilities, perhaps due to falling asset values, depositors 

know that they will get all their savings if they arrive among the first, whereas they might possibly lose 

everything if they come among the last. As liquidity is suddenly in high demand and asset prices are falling, this 

might affect assets at other banks, where the same can then happen. As banks struggle to liquidate assets in 

fire sales, such assets will be worth even less creating the possibility of a systemic banking crisis (Diamond, 

2007). When assets are sold and loans are called in, this will disrupt production and economic activity, which in 

time is likely to lead to further bank losses. The situation is known as a credit crunch, where the negative 

feedback loop between banks and economic activity can continue if not dealt with as explained by Minsky 

(1978). 

6.3 Characteristics of Banking Crises 
Although earlier banking crises6 illustrate many differences, they seem to follow similar patterns, where market 

liberalization and financial innovation often start or prolong a boom bust cycle in assets such as housing prices, 

building booms or increased business investments, which is then accompanied by banking crises. There are 

                                                             
6 See Appendix III for some examples of earlier banking crises 
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naturally exceptions such as the crisis in Argentina in 2001, which spread from government overspending and 

falling bonds to banks’ balance sheets. Banking crises occur in advanced and emerging markets alike, they tend 

to follow boom and busts in especially real estate and they usually follow periods of liberalized capital markets. 

Unlike government defaults on debt, which mostly occur in emerging countries, banking crises seem to strike at 

a similar rate in both advanced and emerging countries alike. Furthermore, the real estate cyclicality often 

accompanying a banking crisis follow a similar pattern as well as volatility across the country groups, which is 

different from many other economic variables such as income, consumption, and interest rates, which show a 

larger degree of volatility in emerging as opposed to advanced countries.  

A banking crisis often occur due to problems on the asset side of banks’ balance sheets, which turn out worse 

and riskier than first expected making seemingly healthy banks insolvent. The crises are sometimes escalated 

by problems on the liability side if debt and needed funding from foreign sources suddenly dry up and increase 

in value as domestic currencies plummet. Many countries around the world experienced banking crises in 

recent decades, which followed a roughly similar pattern as just described, including Norway, Sweden, Finland 

and Japan in the early 1990s (Mishkin, 2007). As the previous chapters of the thesis have illustrated, this 

pattern is somewhat the same for the recent banking crises in Iceland, Ireland, Spain, the UK and the USA. 

These countries also experienced increased lending and increasing asset prices following amongst other things 

financial deregulation, improved terms of borrowing from low interest rates and an international appetite for 

risk in search for returns in the benign economic environment of the 2000s. 

Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) find that increased capital mobility following financial liberalization has increased 

the possibility of banking crises historically. Increased capital inflows in the form of current account deficits 

seem to increase the possibility of a banking crisis as well. Additionally, their research point to a link between 

asset cyclicality and banking crises in which there are similar movements in equity and housing prices in the 

years prior to and following a banking crisis across countries. These factors were also a large part of the recent 

crises in the five countries of interest. 
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7 The Financial Crisis in 2008 
The previous sections of the thesis showed how the foundations of the banking crises of 2008 and onward 

were laid, illustrated by the growing imbalances, where some countries borrowed to an increasing extent 

internationally at low interest rates, to finance among other things building booms, housing purchases and 

increased spending. International investors were willing to finance this lending at favorable interest rates and 

seemed to place very small risk premiums on the assets they bought. Banking systems globally had become 

risky to an unprecedented degree, although most of the risk was not visible for banking supervisors and rating 

agencies. The increased risk stemmed from financial deregulation and innovation, larger more complex 

financial institutions, larger interconnectedness between financial markets and institutions, procyclical 

international banking regulations and accounting standards such as mark to market, a large shadow banking 

system, signs of herding behavior and a larger reliance of banks on short term wholesale funding. 

7.1 Financial Deregulation and Innovation 
During the past 30 years there has been a large wave of international deregulation of financial markets and 

banking systems. The aim of deregulation was that increased competition would increase financial stability and 

economic growth. In the USA this removed barriers to geographical expansion and greatly deregulated 

investment banking activities as well. In Europe deregulation was largely led by the creation of the single 

market in 1992 and the adoption of the common currency of most countries in 1999. The deregulation and 

tougher competition increased risk taking of financial institutions and caused new innovations in a search for 

yields. As a result of the new innovations two particular developments took place in the financial systems in the 

years before the crisis. Direct funding from financial markets became widespread and the use of securitization 

as means of transferring risk away from balance sheets. With amble cheap international credit available many 

banks expanded by making use of the more flexible and readily available wholesale funding as earlier 

mentioned. At the same time banks tried to address the maturity problem of long term assets and short term 

liabilities by means of securitization. By bundling illiquid loans together and selling them off at liquid markets 

banks were thought to reduce maturity risk. Banks priced these securities by using rating agencies, which 

became hugely problematic when markets became illiquid as nobody knew how to price and value them. 

Securitization by reducing credit risk put less pressure on capital requirements, but some banks used this to 

increase risk in other ways. This is contrary to expectations of Basel II banking regulation, where financial 

markets should act as a supervisory disciplining device by focusing on capital requirements of banks as risk 

measure. The deregulation and innovation in effect altered banks’ business models and made them take on 
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more risk although sometimes indirectly through the shadow banking system explained shortly (Altunbas et al., 

2012). 

7.2 Concentration and Interconnectedness in the Banking System 
The deregulation had two other effects, namely larger concentration with larger more complex banks and 

institutions and a more geographically interconnected international financial system. The larger more complex 

banks not only made it harder for supervisors and rating agencies to keep track of, they also became more 

diverse. This diversity was good for the individual banks, but as it also turned out it posed a great systemic risk 

in the more interconnected financial systems. As banks had become increasingly dependent upon wholesale 

funding, the complexity of balance sheets and risk only made counterparty risk greater during the turmoil. 

Wholesale funding was at first seen as more secure as large financial counterparties would be more scrutinizing 

and thereby impose discipline on banks, but the fact that these institutions were more responsive and acted 

quickly on negative signals based on market expectations revealed the large risks of using wholesale funding.  

A popular way of transactions for banks was with the shadow banking system such as money market mutual 

funds, hedge funds and special investment units7, where banks had built up large off balance sheet risks. These 

institutions would buy the securitized assets by issuing short maturities e.g. loans from the same banks that 

sold the assets and accordingly take over the maturity risk of banks. However, when some of these institutions 

failed or came into trouble during the turmoil in 2007-08, banks were entangled with them and had to take 

losses from credit extended to them (Beck et al., 2010). Shadow banking institutions were not limited to the 

five countries of interest, which saw large real estate bubbles and credit growth. These institutions were also 

becoming popular in other countries such as Germany and France, where money market mutual funds of 

French bank BNP Paribas were the first large funds to get into trouble over subprime securities in 2007 

(Mishkin, 2011). Apart from the USA countries such as Ireland, the UK and especially Iceland made very much 

use of wholesale funding and Iceland built up large exchange rate risks in their banking system as well. One 

exception is the Spanish banking system, which remained largely retail financed throughout the boom of the 

2000s. 

7.3 Banking Regulation and Credit Growth 
Banking regulation had become more relaxed in the 2000s and international standards such as the Basel II even 

focused more on financial markets as disciplining factor as well as best practices, which turned out to be a huge 

                                                             
7 Shadow Banking refer in this case to financial institutions other than banks, which have taken over functions traditionally 
taken care of by banks 
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problem. Furthermore the accounting standards seemed to be procyclical in their nature, especially by focusing 

mainly on capital requirements. As asset prices and thereby collateral values increased, this reduced the 

amount of capital needed as safety buffers. Many banks internationally made use of mark to market standards, 

with Spanish banks as a notable exception. The mark to market method is very procyclical and destabilizing in 

nature, as asset price increases during a boom are taken into account making losses seem very small. Likewise 

when a boom turns into a bust the large fall in asset prices exacerbates losses compared to the use of historical 

prices. Accordingly the needed capital base to absorb loan losses had been hugely underestimated during the 

boom, which deteriorated ongoing developments further when the bust came by contracting lending more 

than otherwise expected (Beck et al., 2010).  

Credit growth had been very large in the five countries of interest in the 2000s, which can be related back to 

increased competition and search for yields. The search for yields led banks to pursue more risky bank models 

in order not to fall behind peers’ earnings, which is exactly the predicted reaction of banks and businesses in 

the financial instability hypothesis explained above.  

Banks were constantly trying to post higher returns and did it in such a way that the systemic risk of the 

banking system increased tremendously. The larger risk from high credit growth and more risky lending was 

even more remarkable when combined with the fragile capital levels and suboptimal loss provision made by 

banks (Aikman et al., 2010). These risky gambles with banks in order to achieve higher returns on equity and 

please stockholders made banks look increasingly like hedge funds as opposed to traditional banks. 

7.4 First Signs of Unsustainable Bank Business Models in Iceland in 2005 
The first country to experience problems was Iceland, which saw a small crisis of confidence in late 2005 until 

May 2006. Concerns emerged about the business model of Icelandic banks, which had grown very large 

compared to the economy in a relatively short period of time. Markets started to doubt the pace of growth and 

underlying asset quality of Icelandic banks, the low retail deposit-base and large reliance of funding from 

European bond markets as well as cross-shareholding between banks themselves plus banks and corporations. 

The crisis of confidence effectively closed access to the European bond market and money market mutual 

funds refused to roll over some loans. However, it ended by May as markets regained confidence, especially 

through implicit government guarantees of liabilities of banks, which was not dismissed by government 

officials. Spreads of Credit Default Swaps (CDS), an insurance derivative product against non-payment or 

default,   decreased again although stabilizing at a higher level than before the crisis. Furthermore, even if 
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European bond markets remained closed, Icelandic banks were able to shift to the American debt securities 

markets for funding (Kallestrup, 2012). 

7.5 The Subprime Crisis in the USA in 2007 
By 2007, the housing boom in most countries had peaked and real housing prices were either increasing at 

slower rates or even falling as in the USA. Lending practices had been loosened many places in the last years of 

the real estate booms and losses from house owners unable to pay the mortgages started to appear. Many of 

the loans such as the American subprime loans had been packed into bundles and sold on as mortgage backed 

securities (MBS), where the bundle of mortgages functioned as collateral. Subprime loans allowed people with 

bad credit records and low incomes to buy houses as well. The idea was to standardize and bundle many of 

these loans together to decrease the risk, because even if some of the house owners were unable to pay, the 

overall loses would be small in the big pool of mortgages. Furthermore loses could be recuperated by selling off 

the collateral, the house. During times of rising house prices this was not problematic as the collateral, in this 

case the value of the house, could be sold to cover the mortgage, sometimes even at a gain. However, in a 

climate of falling house prices, MBS owners that end up with the underlying assets when values are falling are 

faced with a loss. Many American and European financial institutions were willing to buy these MBS, as they 

were triple A assets offering a higher return than most other triple A assets such as government bonds. 

Accordingly, many financial institutions bought these seemingly safe assets, only to make huge loses when risk 

appetite decreased globally (Ackermann, 2008). 

The MBS started to show losses by 2007 as more and more home owners began to default on their mortgages 

and housing prices were falling, eroding the values of the collateral. The French bank BNP Paribas announced 

on August 7 2007, that it would suspend redemption of shares in some of its mutual funds that were exposed 

to American MBS. As losses increased in late 2007, bank runs on financial institutions started to occur. Not 

traditional bank runs, where depositors try to get their savings out, but a run in the shadow banking system. In 

the shadow banking system, financial institutions have short term liabilities in the form of e.g. repurchase 

(repo) agreements, which is backed by some assets such as MBS as collateral. These repo agreements have a 

safety margin, known as a haircut, which means that the assets used as collateral have to be worth more than 

the issued loan, e.g. 5 percent. These haircuts increased dramatically in the fall of 2007 and the start of 2008, 

due to uncertainty about the current and future value of the MBS backing the loans. As the financial 

institutions holding these securities could now borrow less for the same stock of assets, the result was 

deleveraging by selling assets, which further increased uncertainty about the value of the MBS in question. The 
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fire sale taking place increased the haircuts to as much as 50 percent and increased losses on the MBS. By 

March 2008 this development led to the collapse of Bear Stern, one of the largest investment banks in the USA. 

Funding for the bank had dried up and it was unable to sell its assets at necessary prices to continue 

operations. Thus the bank was bought by another investment bank JP Morgan Chase under the agreement that 

the Federal Reserve would take on $ 30 billion of toxic subprime assets. This rescue of Bear Sterns with official 

intervention seemed to calm financial markets somewhat and although losses from subprime loans had been 

very large, it seemed manageable by summer 2008 (Mishkin, 2011). 

7.6 Initiating Events of the Financial Crisis in 2008 
In the autumn of 2008 a few events in the USA initiated the international financial crisis, which sent shock 

waves to most countries in the world. The subprime crisis had seemed manageable in the summer of 2008, but 

by mid-September it was clear that another very large investment bank in the USA was in trouble. Lehman 

Brothers had suffered huge losses on MBS and was in need of a bail out. Negotiations with the British 

investment bank Barclay’s ended, when British bank regulators were skeptical and the Federal Reserve refused 

to take on more toxic assets as they had done with Bear Sterns. American officials had several reasons to not 

bail it out, especially moral hazard concerns. They did not want to encourage other financial institutions to take 

on excessive risk, knowing they would be bailed out should things turn bad and thereby wanted to state an 

example. Accordingly Lehman Brothers was forced to go bankrupt on Monday September 15. The following 

day, the Federal Reserve bailed out one of the largest insurance companies in the world, American AIG, by 

providing it with loans of $ 85 billion. AIG had issued insurance contracts worth $ 400 billion on MBS, the 

earlier mentioned CDS, which would be paid if owners of MBS suffered losses. This provided a hedge for 

financial institutions owning MBS, but made AIG extremely vulnerable to subprime losses. With the bankruptcy 

of Lehman Brothers the day before, the likelihood of having to pay insurance holders had increased a lot, which 

dried up funding for AIG. Although it had in fact acted as a hedge fund, the size and importance of the AIG as 

insurance company and financial institution made it pose a systemic risk to the financial system in the USA 

according to officials and was hence bailed out. Another important event took place on September 16 2008. A 

very large money market mutual fund, the Reserve Primary Fund, was hit by a run of shareholders. The fund 

had invested $ 785 million in Lehman Brothers, which caused investors to pull out their investments in the 

fund, making it lose 90 percent of all its assets. This in turn led to runs on other money market mutual funds as 

well, causing a large decrease in assets of such funds, which then hit banks. The funds held a large amount of 

certificate of deposits and commercial papers from banks, accordingly this important source of bank funding 
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came under pressure when shareholders withdrew their investments in the mutual funds. As a response to 

developments taking place USA Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson proposed a Troubled Asset Relief Program 

(TARP) in a 3-page short document. It would allow the treasury to buy toxic assets such as MBS for $ 700 billion 

in order to inject capital into American banks. The proposal was at first voted down on September 29 however, 

but then passed on the 3rd of October after some changes to the initial proposal. The proposal was not very 

clear from the three pages when first presented, which together with the immediate refusal to pass it in the 

Congress increased uncertainty in financial markets about the capability of the government to manage the 

crisis. Although far from being the causes of the crisis, these events seem to have played an important role in 

escalating financial market uncertainty greatly and thereby initiating the global financial crisis. After these 

events, runs on the shadow banking system became more intense and banks on an international scale became 

increasingly unwilling to lend to each other under the increased uncertainties, which led to banking crises at an 

international scale. Apart from American banks, many European banks were highly exposed to the USA 

subprime market and were accordingly exposed to large losses when the American MBS lost a large part of 

their value during the fire sales at financial institutions. The financial crisis did not only affect banks exposed to 

the subprime market, but internationally most interbank markets froze as counter party uncertainty led banks 

to stop lending to each other (Mishkin, 2011). 

7.7 Country Specific Developments outside the USA during the Financial Crisis 

7.7.1 The UK 

Whereas most other countries did not experience severe problems until 2008, developments in the UK follow 

those in the US more closely and problems in these two countries were severe from the outbreak of the 

subprime crisis in the USA. British banks like their international peers of the four other countries had invested 

heavily in the domestic real estate boom as well as American MBS and problems started to emerge in autumn 

2007. With the City in London being a global financial center, British banks were and remain even more 

internationally diverse than banks in most other countries. According to the Bank for International Settlements 

(BIS) (2011) this is reflected in their liabilities of which 40 % consisted of non-residents deposits compared to 

around 25 % in domestic deposits at the start of 2007. About 20 % of funding of British banks came from 

interbank wholesale funding at that time, but this changed in the autumn of 2007 when the first signs of the 

subprime problems started to emerge. As wholesale funding became increasingly expensive or inaccessible to 

some, British banks’ liabilities changed markedly with an almost 10 percentage point decrease in interbank 

funding, offset by a similar increase in both domestic and foreign retail funding (BIS report, 2011).  
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On September 13th it was revealed that the bank Northern Rock had been granted urgently needed financial 

support from the Bank of England, which triggered a bank run from depositors the following days. The bank 

had relied mostly on interbank market funding, which had become increasingly expensive in the wake of the 

subprime crisis and needed assistance from the central bank. As the bank run continued in the following days 

the Bank of England stepped in with a guarantee of depositors’ savings and tried to ease bank funding in 

general by making £ 10 billion of funds available in return of collateral, which it had previously refused. In 

February 2008 Northern Rock was nationalized by the British government after failed attempts at selling the 

bank. Then on April 21st the Bank of England announced a plan to help banks by allowing British banks to swap 

potentially risky mortgage debt worth £ 50 billion into government debt in order to further ease bank credit. 

The day after Royal Bank of Scotland announced plans to issue shares worth £ 12 billion and writes off £ 5.9 

billion in loans the following months. In June the large British investment bank Barclays followed Royal Bank of 

Scotland by issuing shares in order to raise capital following losses from mortgage investments including 

subprime MBS. By August 2008 UK housing prices had decreased by 10.5 % in a year, causing large losses to 

banks and other financial institutions. After the Lehman collapse the biggest mortgage lender in Britain was 

bought by another bank and another large mortgage lender is nationalized by the government. In the following 

months billions were injected into banks and financial institutions to keep them afloat and the central bank put 

up further support facilities for the banks (BBC, 2009) 

7.7.2 Iceland 

Icelandic banks were among those to feel the consequences of the freezing of the interbank market in autumn 

2008 first. Having made it through the small funding crisis in 2005-2006 largely due to implicit central bank 

guarantees, even those could not save the three largest banks from collapse in late September and early 

October 2008. After the funding crisis in 2005-2006, Icelandic banks were funding their operations mostly by 

commercial papers and bonds, foreign deposits and short-term collateralized loans from investment banks and 

central banks.  

Firstly banks relied on issuing bonds in Icelandic krónur, which were then exchanged on the foreign exchange 

spot and swap market to repay foreign liabilities. International investors accepted this as the bonds had higher 

yields than similarly rated financial institutions and because markets were reassured by the implicit sovereign 

guarantee of the central bank to act as lender of last resort in case of trouble. Secondly, encouraged by rating 

agencies, who saw it as a way to reduce risk Icelandic banks started a large expansion of deposits from abroad. 

The foreign deposits from especially the UK and the Netherlands provided a cheap source of funding, but also a 
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potentially large foreign liability of the banks. Finally Icelandic banks made use of short-term collateralized 

loans such as repos to obtain foreign funds from the interbank market. Backed by assets of international and 

Icelandic securities, the banks were able to obtain funding especially from the European System of Central 

Banks through its subsidiaries in e.g. Luxembourg. Some of this collateral was the other Icelandic banks’ bonds, 

but this was prohibited from July 2008. However, the Icelandic central bank did accept these cross holdings as 

collateral and accordingly this cross-holding increased tremendously in 2008 in order to obtain funding from 

the central bank. The only problem was that the central bank of Iceland is only able to lend in Icelandic Krona, 

which meant that the three large banks became increasingly dependent on the foreign exchange spot market 

to pay their foreign liabilities and this put pressure on the domestic currency.  

In the fall 2008 when the financial crisis broke out, the vulnerability of the Icelandic banks were enormous. The 

foreign liabilities of the three banks exceeded 1000 percent of the Icelandic GDP and most of them were short-

term. Thus when asset prices collapsed globally, the value of the domestic currency plummeted and foreign 

funding dried up quickly, the three Icelandic banks collapsed almost immediately afterwards leaving an 

enormous amount of foreign liabilities unpaid. The implicit guarantee of officials seems to have enabled 

Icelandic banks to continue their rapid expansion and financial markets failed to realize the ingrained risk of the 

interconnectedness among Icelandic banks and other corporations, posing not only a great systemic risk, but 

also being far too big a mouthful for the central bank and the government to save. Despite the large scale of 

the Icelandic banking system to GDP, it was not very different from that of Switzerland, Ireland and 

Luxembourg. A very large difference is the fact that Switzerland and Luxembourg were large net external 

creditor nations and at the same time a large part of the banks in these countries were foreign branches, both 

factors which did not apply to Iceland. Meanwhile, Swiss banks were considered systemically important outside 

Switzerland, which was not the case for Icelandic banks (Kallestrup, 2012). 

7.7.3 Ireland 

The Irish economy had been overheating for years when the financial crisis hit in 2008, which sharply 

accelerated the inevitable downturn about to happen. Ireland had seen the largest relative wage gains and 

highest growth in public expenditures in the EU in the 2000s, which together with the housing boom were clear 

indications of overheating. Unlike in the USA the lending in properties in Ireland was not by means of complex 

financial products, but rather plain vanilla lending to the private sector. Lending and thereby exposure in 

properties had reached extreme proportions by 2007, but this was not the only problem with the Irish banks. 

Irish banks were among those with the highest gap between loans and deposits in Europe, reaching over 200 % 
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in 2007. The gap between loans and deposits was filled by mostly foreign wholesale funding from the interbank 

market, which provided 39 % of funding of the loan books by the end of 2006, leaving banks increasingly 

dependent upon a smoothly operating interbank market. This high exposure of Irish banks to short-term 

wholesale funding, a market which became inaccessible after the Lehman collapse, initiated the downturn 

(Regling and Watson, 2010).  

When credit market access tightened in 2007 with the outbreak of the subprime crisis in the USA, Irish banks 

found it increasingly hard to obtain funding. Financial markets began to assess the high exposure of Irish banks 

to properties negatively, which forced maturities to become even shorter for those still interested in lending to 

them. This cocktail of high exposure to properties, which started to show a weakening demand, and a closing 

foreign wholesale market proved deadly for the banks and assets started to decrease in value (IMF Country 

Report Ireland, 2012). The time following the Lehman collapse further deteriorated the situation of the Irish 

banks and the government issued a guarantee of all deposits as well as the liabilities of six large Irish banks on 

September 29 2008. Unlike most other countries Ireland decided to guarantee most banks from the beginning 

of the crisis, which contrary to official expectations turned out to be really expensive as most large banks 

needed to be bailed out when assets deteriorated in value. The result has been a nationalization of the largest 

banks and support to many others (The Telegraph, 2011). This effectively pushed public finances to the limit, 

closing international financial markets for Ireland and forcing the country to seek help from the IMF and other 

Eurozone countries, which will be elaborated on in the next chapters. 

7.7.4 Spain 

As earlier mentioned, developments in Spain before the financial crisis were very similar to those in Ireland, 

with the extreme booms in house building and housing prices, seemingly healthy public budgets and access to 

cheap foreign funding especially through the European monetary union. Two things stand out clearly between 

the two countries however, namely funding of banks and accounting standards for loan loss provision. While 

Irish banks had become increasingly dependent upon foreign funding through especially wholesale channels 

before the crisis, Spanish banks remained largely retail funded through more traditional customer deposits. 

Such deposits made up roughly 50 % of Spanish banks’ liabilities even after the financial crisis, which enabled 

the banks to be less affected by the turmoil in the interbank market from autumn 2008 (BIS Report, 2011). The 

second reason why Spanish banks were stronger than the Irish banks at the outbreak of the financial crisis is 

due to the accounting procedures followed, known as dynamic provisions. Unlike other European banks, 

Spanish banks were forced by legislation to use countercyclical accounting techniques, putting aside more 
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reserves for future losses from bad loans during the booming years. This together with more traditional 

funding enabled the banks to fare better than most international peers during the first part of the international 

financial crisis had hit in 2008 (IMF Country Report Spain, 2009). However, Spanish banks have later been 

criticized by observers for hiding and refusing to book losses. By use of equity-for-debt swaps, acceptance of 

real estate assets on the balance sheets and delaying or not writing off bad loans, banks in Spain delayed some 

of the inevitable losses connected to the busting of the real estate bubble in the hoping for a turnaround of 

developments, much like Japanese banks in the 1990s. This is related to the accounting rules used in Spain, 

which unlike the rest of Europe do not require losses to be booked at the time of occurrence and enables 

income smoothening (Variant Perception Report, 2009). In March 2009 the Spanish government had to bail out 

the first savings bank in deep trouble from real estate losses. From June 2009 the government then created the 

state-backed restructuring bank, Fund for Orderly Bank Restructuring FROB, in an attempt to decrease the 

large number of regional savings banks, the cajas, into fewer more efficient and stronger banks. In February 

2011 the government demanded that banks increased their capital and it allowed FROB to inject capital directly 

into banks unable to raise capital privately. Through the rest of 2011 FROB took over several savings banks as 

the economic downturn in Spain continued. In February 2012 the newly elected government forced Spanish 

banks to write off € 50 billion worth of bad loans and repossessed property assets. In May 2012 Bankia, Spain’s 

fourth largest bank and the result of a forced merger between 7 regional savings banks, was taken over by the 

state by converting loans into equity and further injecting capital into the bank at a total cost of € 23.5 billion 

(Reuters, 2012). The Spanish government refused to ask for help from the other Eurozone members and 

instead it was agreed by the finance ministers to allow Spanish banks to borrow up to € 100 billion directly.  

Some Spanish banks have refused to book losses much like Japanese banks in the 1990s, but this has been the 

case in some of the other countries, which will looked into more closely in the next chapter of the thesis. 

Adding to this is the fact that Spain has suffered from a very serious recession, which has threatened the public 

finances and thereby limited the room available for maneuver of the government in aiding the Spanish banks. 
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8 Developments in the aftermath of the Financial Crisis 

The financial crisis of 2008 was hard on most countries globally as the crisis moved from the financial systems 

into the real economies. Risk had been building up in the financial systems and suddenly the global 

diversification and interconnections proved highly efficient as channels of contagion across countries and 

continents. Banks having tried to avoid risky assets on their balance sheets since the subprime problems 

became even more risk averse causing the interbank markets to freeze and the same happened to investors 

when panic spread through the financial markets. Asset prices collapsed, investments and consumption 

decreased, growth reversed, unemployment rose and risk premiums increased. Governments in most western 

countries stepped in to bail out banks and financial institutions as well as some large corporations, thus large 

amounts of private debt became public either explicitly or implicitly. Apart from bailing out financial 

institutions most government deficits increased as a result of lower tax bases, higher unemployment costs and 

large stimuli packages to support growth. Meanwhile central banks were in unchartered territory in attempts 

to unfreeze the interbank markets as well as trying to counteract unfolding events and contain the crisis. 

Although every country was affected, deficit countries where imbalances had been building up were hit even 

harder as their asset and real estate bubbles burst and international credit markets closed on them. 

8.1 Real Estate Bust 
USA housing price appreciations were the first to decrease in 2006 and turn negative in 2007 giving rise to the 

subprime crisis. From 2007 housing price increases in the four other countries started to decrease as well and 

for both Ireland and the UK nominal prices declined in 2008. For Spain and Iceland nominal prices increased by 

0.2 % and 6.2 % respectively in 2008, but both countries saw price decreases in 2009. Housing markets had 

overheated in all five countries, which changed as central banks started raising interest rates from 2005. 

Several facts stand out when looking at developments in housing prices since their peaks (see chart below). 
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Firstly, Spanish prices seem to have declined less abruptly than those in other countries, but are still declining 

as of 2012. This may to some extent reflect the role played by banks in the real estate market discussed earlier, 

where banks took real estate assets on their books at unrealistic values as developers failed in order to avoid 

taking losses. Secondly, although declining abruptly real estate prices in the USA and the UK stabilized in 2009. 

Whereas USA housing prices continued to decline slowly, British housing prices in fact increased for a while 

until falling slowly again. By far the largest housing bubble occurred in Ireland, where prices in nominal terms 

stood at 6 times their value in 1990 compared to 4 times in Spain. Accordingly Ireland has seen the steepest 

and largest fall in nominal prices since 2007 of almost 50 % of the value. The comparable figures for Spain, the 

UK and the USA are 22 %, 10 % and 28 % respectively (The Economist, 2012). In recent years Spain and 

especially Ireland have seen continued falling housing prices unable to stabilize, which have further increased 

the economic downturns in these countries and put an extra strain on public finances from having to save 

banks as well as clean up bank balance sheets. The continued problems in Spain and Ireland and their effect on 

the public balances will be looked into later. For now it is important to realize the large problems these falling 

nominal housing prices have caused to banks mainly in the four countries excluding Iceland, whose banks failed 

early on, by increasing loan losses and thereby demanding bank bail outs. Even the seemingly stronger Spanish 

banks have come under immense pressure from lower real estate prices and the following losses. 

Iceland is a special case when it comes to housing prices, as the economy experienced declining prices like the 

others in 2009, but then after a nominal fall of around 10 % from the peak, prices increased again from the 

start of 2011 and have almost returned to their pre-crisis level in 2012. The performance of Icelandic housing 

prices can be attributed to household debt restructuring discussed shortly as well as capital controls put in 
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place since 2008. The capital controls are to be in place until 2015 and foreign investors with money trapped in 

Iceland have started looking for longer term investments such as real estate, which has pushed up prices 

(Valdimarsson, 2012). As a final note it should be pointed out that although Icelandic real estate returns have 

performed well and avoided a meltdown seen in the other countries, inflation in Iceland has been higher than 

the other countries historically. This is certainly true for 2008 where the Icelandic currency collapsed, thus 

returns after inflation have been somewhat more in line with the other countries after the financial crisis. 

8.2 Economic Downturn 
The financial crisis of 2008 hit the global economy hard as the crisis moved from the financial system and into 

the real economy by a contraction of loans, falling investments and consumption after years of overheating. To 

indicate the degree of overheating of the economies before the crisis the output gap measures the difference 

between actual GDP and potential GDP, which is when the economy is running at its efficient or full capacity 

level. Economic growth in the five economies had largely been driven by increased indebtedness and rising 

asset prices leading to overheating, but this changed dramatically with the financial crisis and deep recessions 

took hold instead. Consumption and investments contracted greatly causing output gaps to turn negative in all 

five countries, down from large positive values before the crisis (See table below).  

Output Gaps – Deviations of actual GDP from potential GDP 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Iceland 6.1 5.6 7.2 5.0 -3.7 -8.6 -7.4 -6.2 

Ireland 6.7 7.5 8.5 2.0 -5.6 -7.8 -7.6 -8.2 

Spain 1.0 2.0 2.7 1.3 -3.9 -5.4 -6.1 -8.4 

United Kingdom 1.7 2,5 4.4 2.0 -2.8 -1.7 -1.4 -2.2 

United States 2.7 3.0 2.6 0.1 -4.6 -4.0 -4.0 -3.7 

Source: OECD 2012 -  As defined by OECD 2012 ” An output gap refers to the difference between actual and potential gross 
domestic product (GDP) as a per cent of potential GDP” 

 

Particularly the smaller economies Iceland and Ireland have seen very large decreases in output gaps, but they 

also showed the largest overheating of their economies before the financial crisis. The Spanish output gap has 

continued to deteriorate and was the largest of the five in 2012, mainly due to a continued strong recession 

and problems both in the banking sector and regarding sovereign debt sustainability concerns leading to high 

public financing costs as will be discussed later. The U.S and especially the UK experienced the smallest 

negative output gaps after the crisis, but whereas the American output gap has been closing that of the UK has 

been slightly increasing recently, although it continues to be the smallest in 2012. 
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Real GDP - percentage change from previous year 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Iceland 6,0 1,2 -6,6 -4,0 2,6 2,5 2,7 2,7 

Ireland 5,4 -2,1 -5,5 -0,8 1,4 0,5 1,3 2,2 

Spain 3,5 0,9 -3,7 -0,3 0,4 -1,3 -1,4 0,5 

United Kingdom 3,6 -1,0 -4,0 1,8 0,9 -0,1 0,9 1,6 

United States 1,9 -0,3 -3,1 2,4 1,8 2,2 2,0 2,8 

Source: The OECD 2012 - note that numbers from 2012 are estimates and all numbers are working-day adjusted 

 

Actual GDP gives a similar picture, where the global collapse in growth was particularly hard on the two 

smallest economies, Iceland and Ireland (see table above). Growth was dismal at best and negative in some 

countries in 2008, whereas 2009 really marks the year where recessions occur and the real economies were hit 

by the crisis. It is interesting that growth was quicker to resume in the UK and the USA compared to the rest, 

but Iceland has the strongest real economic performance after the economic restructurings of 2008-2010 

discussed later had been put in place. Apart from Iceland, there is a clear difference in the speed and degree of 

recovery between the USA and the European economies in terms of real growth. In particular Spain seems to 

be hit hard as the sovereign debt problems continue and the banking system has been caught up by the 

declining housing market. The OECD (2012) estimates the Spanish economy to contract by 1.3 % and 1.4 % in 

2012 and 2013 respectively, due to these problems. For both Ireland and Spain total domestic consumption is 

expected to fall each year from 2012-2014 due to weak demand and accordingly the largest contributor to 

economic growth is expected to come from positive net exports. The opposite is true for the other three 

countries, where domestic consumption is expected to be the largest driver of growth and net exports are 

expected to fall slightly over the period. For Iceland the small expected decrease in net exports comes after a 

period of sharply rising net exports in the aftermath of the large currency collapse in 2008 and is a result of 

import slowly expected to gain momentum (OECD Economic Outlook 92, 2012). 

An important factor for explaining the weak domestic demand in Ireland and Spain is the elevated 

unemployment rate in these countries.  Although unemployment has risen in all five countries after the 

financial crisis, the impact has been largest in the two Eurozone countries where it remains at its highest in 

2012 (see table below). These two countries had the largest building booms and subsequently the largest share 

of people employed with construction and development of properties before the crisis. When the crisis struck 

this sector was particularly hit causing massive layoffs and unemployment. Apart from the bust of the building 

boom the two economies have been struggling with rising concerns over sovereign debt sustainability and 
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Ireland has needed a bail out from other Eurozone countries due to the large bank bailout costs as will be 

discussed much more in detail later. 

Unemployment in Percent of total labor force 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Iceland 2.3 3.0 7.2 7.6 7.1 6.1 5.4 5.1 

Ireland 4.6 6.0 11.8 13.6 14.5 14.8 14.7 14.6 

Spain 8.3 11.3 18.0 20.1 21.6 25.0 26.9 26.8 

United Kingdom 5.4 5.7 7.6 7.9 8.1 8.0 8.3 8.0 

United States 4.6 5.8 9.3 9.6 8.9 8.1 7.8 7.5 

Source: OECD 2012  – Total number of unemployed as percent of total labor force as defined by the International Labour 
Organization – Note that numbers from 2012 are estimates 

 

For the other three economies developments have been less severe and it is notable that Iceland and the USA 

have seen a decrease in unemployment since 2011 stemming from their relatively better economic 

performance. Meanwhile the UK remain somewhere in between the two extremes with a stable although still 

rising unemployment as well as disappointing economic growth. 

8.3 Loan Losses and Private Sector Deleveraging 
In accordance with the financial instability hypothesis the booming years had resulted in too many speculative 

and Ponzi units in the economy, which were not viable under the new economic prospects and losses started 

to occur on bank loans as many loans became nonperforming (see table below).  

Nonperforming loans of banks in percent of the total loan portfolio 

  2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Iceland 2,1 0,9 1,1 0,8 n/a n/a 45,2 39,9 

Ireland 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,7 0,8 2,6 9,0 8,6 

Spain 1,0 0,8 0,8 0,7 0,9 2,8 4,1 4,6 

United Kingdom 2,5 1,9 1,0 0,9 0,9 1,6 3,5 4,0 

United States 1,1 0,8 0,7 0,8 1,4 3,0 5,4 4,9 

Source: The World Bank 2012 - Bank nonperforming loans to total gross loans are the value of nonperforming loans divided by the total 
value of the loan portfolio (including nonperforming loans before the deduction of specific loan-loss provisions). 

 

Iceland was most severely hit with nonperforming loans of 45 % and 40 % in 2009 and 2010 respectively. This 

reflects the large gamble taken by the largest banks as well as the problems of holding companies and 

households after the crisis, causing debt to be written off and restructured. The loan losses and falling asset 
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prices left banks in all five countries with the opportunity of either increasing capital or contracting lending to 

reduce liabilities. Although most banks raised new capital privately or by government help, some deleveraging 

was needed as well. At the same time demand for lending was falling due to worse investment outlooks arising 

from the ensuing recessions and the falling asset prices eroding the values used as collateral by households and 

non-financial corporations. This combination resulted in a marked slowing in credit growth in the five countries 

from 2008 (see tables below). 

Domestic Credit Growth in Percent year-on-year in Percent 

  2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Iceland 39,0 50,6 41,5 30,8 -27,8 -15,5 -0,2 -1,9 

Ireland 24,4 30,4 26,8 22,3 6,4 -2,4 -4,4 -5,2 

Spain 14,3 22,9 20,6 19,3 12,1 2,9 2,4 -0,1 

United Kingdom 11,6 10,1 12,3 15,6 16,1 4,4 2,0 -1,1 

United States 7,1 9,3 9,0 9,1 5,3 3,1 -0,7 6,0 

Sources: IMF, Central Banks of Iceland and Ireland 2012           
 

Bank Capital and Reserves to Total Assets in Percent 

  2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Iceland 7,1 7,1 7,4 7,8 6,9 n/a 13,0 14,4 

Ireland 5,3 6,0 4,7 4,5 4,6 4,7 5,4 4,4 

Spain 7,3 6,7 6,8 6,4 6,7 5,9 6,4 6,2 

United Kingdom 6,6 7,0 6,1 6,1 5,5 4,4 5,4 5,4 

United States 9,2 10,3 10,3 10,5 10,3 9,3 10,9 11,1 

Source: The World Bank 2012 - Bank capital to assets is the ratio of bank capital and reserves to total assets. Capital and reserves 

include funds contributed by owners, retained earnings, general and special reserves, provisions, and valuation adjustments.   
 

Iceland stands out in all the statistics, which is due to the collapse of its banking system in 2008 which caused 

contraction of domestic credit, very large write-offs on the bank assets as well as the complete destruction of 

bank capital. Most mortgage loans in Iceland were linked to foreign currencies or inflation, which increased 

debt tremendously as the currency and economy collapsed. This fact together with falling housing prices meant 

that already by the start of 2009, roughly 30 percent of all households had negative housing equity and 

ballooning debt servicing costs causing huge demonstrations and government interventions to reduce the 

burden (IMF Country Report Iceland, 2012). Just as the meltdown of the banking system and the financial crisis 

was tough on the real economy, it was hard on credit growth in the small economy as well.  
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Unlike Iceland, the four other countries were able to and did in fact bail out their banking systems, although at 

great cost to their public finances. Governments in the countries also helped recapitalize banks as seen from 

the above table in an attempt to contain problems as much as possible from the real economy, but no other 

country has restructured household debt however. Credit growth has been affected, though less severely than 

in Iceland, and especially in Ireland growth became negative following private sector deleveraging after the 

very large real estate bubble and overheated economy. Furthermore the numbers point to a difference 

between the European economies, where credit growth like economic growth is still depressed, whereas the 

USA experienced a positive growth in credit last year. Like economic growth, this seems to be related to the 

current economic growth and sovereign debt problems in Europe, which will be looked more into later. As a 

last note on domestic private sector debt is the fact that it is still very high compared to before the credit boom 

in all countries except Iceland, stipulating that further private sector deleveraging is likely in the following years 

to make the economies more robust (see tables below). The first table illustrates how much total domestic 

credit including public net debt is provided by the banking sectors. The second table gives an indication of how 

indebted the private sectors in the countries are and to which degree they have deleveraged in recent years. 

Taken together the tables indicate that most of the debt is provided by the banking sectors as opposed to 

private investors through debt instruments such as bonds. 

Total Domestic Credit provided by the Banking Sector as percent of GDP 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Iceland 104,8 130,3 164,2 242,4 304,6 313,9 185,7 183,1 166,9 146,7 

Ireland 108,7 114,4 133,1 159,0 179,1 195,0 207,4 223,8 233,2 225,7 

Spain 123,3 131,6 140,0 159,2 177,2 197,7 214,5 229,1 233,9 228,8 

United Kingdom 140,8 144,9 153,3 161,9 171,6 187,5 213,5 229,2 222,6 213,8 

United States 198,8 214,4 221,5 225,4 235,5 244,4 222,0 234,9 232,9 233,3 

Sources: The World Bank 2012 - The banking sector includes monetary authorities, deposit money bank, savings banks and shadow 
banking institutions. Domestic credit is provided on a gross basis except government credit, which is net 

Domestic Private Sector Debt in percent of GDP 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Iceland 105,2 130,4 164,6 247,9 319,5 261,4 126,5 113,8 108,9 103,9 

Ireland 108,4 113,7 133,0 159,5 180,5 198,9 220,3 234,5 215,0 207,6 

Spain 105,7 113,2 124,9 145,7 167,0 187,9 202,8 212,2 213,9 204,0 

United Kingdom 138,3 143,2 150,8 159,6 170,7 187,2 212,5 213,8 202,9 187,9 

United States 167,6 183,3 191,4 195,8 205,7 213,9 192,3 206,2 202,6 193,0 

Sources: The World Bank 2012 - Domestic credit to private sector refers to financial resources provided to the private sector, such as 
through loans, purchases of non-equity securities, trade credits and other accounts receivable 
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8.4 Current Accounts adjustments and Capital Reversals 
After a long boom financed in part by capital inflows from current account deficits, there is a tendency for 

capital reversals when it turns into a bust. As the economic outlook deteriorates and investment opportunities 

become fewer, the need for foreign funding become smaller or even disappears. Meanwhile the will of foreign 

investors to extent credit tends to decrease as well with the bursting of an asset bubble. All this will make the 

current account deficit smaller or turn it into a surplus (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009). It is exactly this trend that 

has happened in the economies in question with no exceptions, but it has been particularly strong in Iceland, 

Ireland and Spain (see table below). 

Current Accounts in Percent of GDP 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Iceland -16,2 -25,7 -15,7 -28,4 -11,8 -8,4 -6,5 -2,8 

Ireland -3,5 -3,5 -5,3 -5,7 -2,9 0,5 0,1 1,0 

Spain -7,4 -9,0 -10,0 -9,6 -5,2 -4,6 -3,7 -2,1 

United Kingdom -2,6 -3,2 -2,5 -1,4 -1,5 -3,3 -1,9 -1,7 

United States -5,9 -6,0 -5,1 -4,7 -2,7 -3,2 -3,1 -3,3 

Source: The IMF 2012 – Note 2012 is an estimate 

 

Economist continue to disagree over the meaning of current account imbalances, but in recent years following 

the financial crisis the economists arguing that current account imbalances do in fact matter have gained 

momentum. The abrupt adjustments happening in the wake of the financial crisis were a direct result of 

unsustainable imbalances. In particular countries such as the five were borrowing cheaply from abroad to 

finance consumption and investments in non-productive sectors such as real estate, rather than making 

productivity enhancing investments. Thus large current account imbalances need not be a problem, but they 

can and sometimes appear to be a symptom of unsustainable economic developments such excessive domestic 

credit growth and indebtedness. In particular a current account deficit indicates a reliance on foreign financing, 

which depending on the position of foreign assets and liabilities including their maturity structure might reflect 

vulnerability towards a sudden stop of foreign capital inflow. Specifically current account deficit countries with 

many short-term foreign liabilities and few liquid foreign assets are susceptible to capital reversals (Obstfeld, 

2012).  

The cheap foreign financing was possible as long as global interest rates and risk premiums were low, although 

the borrowing would need repayment in the future. This situation very much resembles what Minsky predicts, 
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when as earlier mentioned a long period of benign conditions leads to an unstable economic situation with too 

many Speculative and Ponzi units. By borrowing cheaply from abroad several countries enabled their asset 

bubbles to increase even further. The situation changed quite abruptly in 2008-2009 as the financial crisis hit. 

Although looking mostly at gross capital movements, Forbes and Warnock (2011) find in their analysis of capital 

flows that the most important factors in explaining the current account sharp adjustments taking place after 

the financial crisis are global factors such as risk, contagion and to a lesser extent domestic demand factors. 

The Lehman Brother collapse and other events in the autumn of 2008 caused a shock to global risk in particular 

counterparty risk, which in turn increased tremendously. As mentioned previously, this situation even led to 

the freezing of the interbank markets, formerly an important source of bank funding in many of the countries 

in question. Contagion through financial markets meant that most countries were affected and henceforth 

unable to borrow at short notice at financial markets.  

As this cheap source of funding closed on banks, it led to a sudden stop in capital inflows as well as a reversal in 

capital outflows. Thus globally investors, banks and other agents found that they were less able to borrow from 

abroad and at the same time capital abroad was being pulled back by liquidating foreign assets where possible. 

Due to gross flows this situation affected all countries, even those with current account surpluses, as the 

holders of foreign liabilities are not necessarily also the owners of the foreign assets. These countries are 

however normally less acutely under pressure to reduce credit expansion as they could in principle find 

domestic sources of credit. This is very different in countries most dependent on foreign borrowing i.e. current 

account deficit countries, as the domestic sources of finance are inadequate to finance continued borrowing 

when foreign capital inflows stop as they did during the financial crisis. Thus the needed adjustment in 

borrowing is oftentimes larger in deficit countries, especially those with few liquid foreign assets and 

substantial short-term liabilities (Obstfeld, 2012). The empirical findings of Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2011) 

underscore this point by concluding that especially countries with large current account deficits have in fact 

seen a sharper adjustment during the financial crisis. 

The situation of large current accounts and vulnerable financial positions was present especially in Iceland and 

to a lesser degree Ireland and Spain, which is an important factor in explaining the very large adjustments in 

their current accounts as well as reversal in their domestic credit growths seen above. The UK was also severely 

hit, both due to its domestic vulnerabilities and the fact that the British banking sector like many other 

European ones was much invested in American assets, which turned out to be toxic. But its current account 

and credit adjustment need was lessened as the country held many short-term assets abroad, although some 
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of them toxic. The adjustment in the USA was likewise helped somewhat by the fact that the country held a 

large number of short-term foreign assets. The large scale liquidation of these assets enabled the USA to pay 

foreigners liquidating US assets and finance a large part the external shortfall in financing, thus making the 

immediate need for current account adjustment smaller (Obstfeld, 2012). 

Besides the difficulty of obtaining credit from abroad, the current account deficit reductions were as 

mentioned above also the result of contracting domestic demand. As the asset bubbles burst and the private 

sectors in the countries began deleveraging the demand for foreign credit was reduced. Many economic agents 

such as households and corporations had become overly optimistic and indebted during the booming years, 

but faced with worse investment outlooks and stricter financing conditions demand contracted. Thus the 

overheated economies with current account deficits have seen the largest post-crisis economic adjustments in 

credit and output (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti, 2011). 

Accordingly the improvements in current account balances, which took place during and after the financial 

crisis in the five countries, were the result of problems in obtaining external due to elevated levels of risk and 

contagion. But they were also the result of domestic demand adjustments in terms of consumption and 

investments after the busting of the asset bubbles in the five countries, which led to private deleveraging.  
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9 Public Responses 
Governments and central banks alike were quick to step in as the financial crisis took off and fear spread that 

developments could lead to a new depression if left undealt with. Classical monetary responses to recessions 

such as lower interest rates were taken and at the same time the magnitude of the crisis resulted in more 

unorthodox monetary responses such as quantitative easing. Meanwhile governments stepped in to bail out 

banks and other corporations as well as initiating large stimuli packages in attempts to support economic 

growth and limit the rise in unemployment. The results of these policies have been large expansions of central 

banks’ balance sheets and very large deficits on the public balances from the fiscal responses. As will be seen 

later on, these policies have even started concerns over sovereign debt sustainability, especially of Eurozone 

countries without independent currencies and led to the bailout of some sovereigns. 

9.1 Monetary Policy 
In order to comprehend the monetary policy steps taken by central banks in recent years to deal with the 

banking crises, a general framework of monetary policies needs to be established first. Monetary policy 

implementation prior to the financial crisis basically consisted of signaling an interest rate target and 

performing operations in the market for bank reserves to reach that target. As operations are used mainly to 

manage the amount of central bank funds in the financial system they are known as liquidity management 

operations. The liquidity management operations works by adding or withdrawing liquidity from the banking 

system in order to enforce its policies such as interest rate policies. This is due to the monopoly powers of a 

central bank in the market for bank reserves, where it can buy or sell unlimited amounts of bank reserve assets 

if it wishes. Accordingly the possibility of doing so is the source of credibility behind the setting of a short term 

interest rate target.  

When interest rate policies are used exclusively, balance sheet operations perform only a technical and 

supportive role in keeping the interest rate fixed at the signaled target when needed. This role stands in 

contrast to the recent more active use of balance sheet operations in implementing monetary policy. One 

example is the use of quantitative easing of central banks described in more detail shortly. These types of 

monetary policies rely on certain central bank operations, which can be implemented regardless of the interest 

rate policy in place. This can be ensured either by insulating the market for bank reserves from the policy 

operations or by making sure that changes in the amount of bank reserves do not influence the reference 

interest rate. Accordingly the size and structure of the balance sheet of a central bank can be managed 

independently of the interest policy rate in place (Borio and Disyatat, 2009). 
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9.1.1 Short Term Interest Rate Policies 

Interest rate policies are just one form of monetary policies implemented in order to achieve the overall goals 

of the central bank such as price stability or economic growth.  When the subprime problems started to 

emerge the American central bank, the Fed, reacted quickly by decreasing interest rates from 5.25 % to 2 % 

between autumn 2007 and spring 2008 (see chart below). By loosening the monetary policy authorities hoped 

to resolve the problems at hand and contain them from spreading into the real economy. A lower interest rate 

enables banks to borrow at lower costs and in turn this allow banks to either build up safety buffers for losses 

or lend to businesses and consumers at lower rates. The turmoil from subprime losses affected European banks 

as well and British authorities decided to lower the interest rate by late 2007 and early 2008, although by much 

less than the Americans.  

 

The central bank of Eurozone countries Ireland and Spain, the ECB, abstained from lowering interest rates 

although it was clear that European banks were suffering losses as well. In fact, thinking the worst was over the 

ECB increased interest rates slightly due to rising inflation in mid-2008. The situation was even more critical in 

Iceland, where inflation increased drastically as the currency came under pressure in 2008 (see chart below). 

This pressure forced the central bank of Iceland, the CBI, to raise interest rates in 2008. 
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All other central banks lowered interest rates drastically as the financial crisis hit in the autumn of 2008 to 

historically low levels. By May 2009 none of the major central banks had interest rates above 1 % and the Fed 

had cut interest rates all the way down to between 0 and 0.25 %, where they have remained since. Of the 

major central banks only the ECB increased interest rates again from 2011, but the policy was reversed the 

same year as sovereign debt worries started to appear in the Eurozone. Once more the Icelandic situation is 

quite special to that of the larger countries in that the CBI continued to raise interest rates even after the 

financial crisis had hit, due to continued inflation pressure following the currency collapse. Accordingly the CBI 

was unable to lower interest rates until the spring of 2009 when inflation was finally dropping. Another 

interesting feature is the fact that in 2011 the CBI started to raise interest rates again from their bottom low of 

4 % and have kept on increasing interest rates to 6 % today. This is due to the economic recovery taking place 

in Iceland, which has moved the focus of the central bank back to increasing inflation must in contrast to the 

three major central banks’ continued focus on underperforming economic growth. 

9.1.2 Other Monetary Policies and Actions 

As financial turmoil increased demand for liquidity and interest rates had come close to zero while inflation 

remained low, central banks across the developed world resorted to other monetary policies than interest 

rates to increase liquidity in the financial systems. Everywhere banks and other agents were hoarding cash for 

reasons of safety, which is the usual response in times of financial crisis. If a central bank is reluctant to supply 

extra liquidity, the financial crisis can quickly turn into economic recession or worse when the scramble for 

liquidity sets in. This situation thus needs to be mitigated by having the central bank acting as lender of last 

resort by increasing the money base (De Grauwe, 2011). An important exception to accommodative stance is 
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Iceland, where the central bank was battling inflation and currency pressure with interest rates and capital 

controls. The three other central banks engaged in more unconventional monetary policies to provide liquidity 

however. Their overall aims were similar, but important differences in the strategies following from different 

institutional factors became apparent. 

The first wave of balance sheet policies were credit and liquidity policies used to unfreeze interbank markets 

when these became affected by the subprime problems in the autumn of 2007. As counterparty risk increased, 

the three major central banks moved in to alleviate some of the risk and increased funding costs from 

interbank markets through accommodative operations. Under normal circumstances when interbank markets 

function smoothly, banks lend and borrow directly from each other. When counterparty risk increases 

drastically, central banks can move in to effectively assume counterparty risk by acting as a third party between 

those banks with excess credit and in need of it. The central banks opened certain facilities such as asset 

purchasing programs to move different types of risk from the private sector to the public. This was done by 

broadening the types of collateral and counterparty coverage needed to obtain credit from central banks. At 

the same time maturities on refinancing operations were lengthened and central banks established swap lines 

between each other to reduce foreign currency funding pressures, especially regarding dollar funding. 

Additionally some of the central banks increased the possibility for banks to borrow highly liquid securities such 

as government bonds against less liquid securities such as mortgages in order to ease bank funding by 

assuming liquidity risk.  When central banks stand ready to lend against securities which have become illiquid 

perhaps due to counterparty risk increases, they attempt to remove this liquidity risk. Central banks have 

unlimited liquidity and are thereby able to unfreeze markets, where liquidity is lacking. Often the fact that a 

central bank stands ready to inject liquidity into a market by buying illiquid papers is enough to unfreeze that 

market in itself as market participants are always guaranteed a buyer if needed (Borio and Disyatat, 2009). 

As the financial turmoil deepened in the autumn of 2008 with the financial crisis, the three major central banks 

took further steps to accommodate the need for liquidity8. The continental European financial system is very 

much based on banks as intermediaries and the political mandate of the ECB is different from other central 

banks. With this in mind the ECB had to adopt special policies. Their response was enhanced credit support 

through “fixed rate full allotment” in October 2008, which essentially granted unlimited access to liquidity for 

banks at a fixed rate against a broadened range of collateral and lengthened maturity. The facilities were 

                                                             
8 The Actions of the Icelandic Central Bank were somewhat different as it was stretched to the limit when the financial 
crisis hit in 2008. For a full account of developments in Iceland and actions of the central bank see Appendix IV 
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expanded into “long term refinancing operations” (LTRO) by mid-2009, when the ECB also engaged in outright 

purchases of covered bonds to unfreeze that market. The ECB targeted this important source of bank funding 

mainly for two reasons. Firstly covered bonds do not transfer credit risk from the underlying asset to the 

investor like in the case of asset backed securities and secondly the purchase of them still eases the funding 

costs of banks. Especially Spanish banks have used this source of funding and gained from the reduction in 

bond spreads (Trichet, 2009). The American financial system is much more market based than the continental 

European, and accordingly the Fed was better able to target certain problematic segments such as asset 

backed securities and markets for commercial paper. This was done through quantitative easing in November 

2008, where the Fed bought private sector securities to ease credit and liquidity conditions. Unlike the ECB, the 

Fed also targeted a broader range of financial institutions than banks (Bernanke, 2009). These purchases of 

private sector paper were intensified from the spring of 2009 to expand liquidity even further as will be seen 

later. 

The BoE initiated quantitative easing like the Fed, but not as an attempt to reduce credit risk. Instead the aim 

of the British quantitative easing was to create a monetary stimulus to increase demand enough to avoid 

inflation undershooting its target in the medium term. Accordingly the BoE purchased mostly medium and long 

term government securities as well as some high quality private papers rather than specific private sector 

securities like the Fed. These purchases of government securities in turn injected liquidity into the British 

financial system meant to stimulate the economy and keep a floor under the credit available to households and 

businesses (BoE Monthly Bulletin Q3, 2011). 

9.1.3 Consequences for Central Bank Balance Sheets 

Although using three different methods, the three central banks had stepped in to improve the liquidity 

situation in their financial systems as funding and liquidity had become increasingly inaccessible during the 

financial crisis. The result of the policies was a major expansion of central bank balance sheets9. The 

composition of assets on the balance sheets changed remarkably as well. Liquidity facilities for financial 

institutions were the main contributor to the expansion of central bank balance sheets during the financial 

crisis. As the worst turmoil slowly disappeared in the course of 2009, so did the need for immediate liquidity 

facilities. In both the UK and the US the initiation of quantitative easing was visible on the balance sheet. In the 

US the securities were held outright and made up by far the largest part of assets from the beginning of 2010. 

In the UK the securities were bought by the Bank of England Asset Purchase Facility Fund (BEAPFF) and thus 

                                                             
9 See Appendix V for Balance Sheet data of the three central banks 
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figured as loans to this fund on the central bank’s balance sheet, which as in the US was the largest part of 

asset at the start of 2010 (BoE homepage, 2012). The ECB on the other hand refrained from purchasing 

government bonds outright at the time10, which meant that lending mainly to banks were the largest part of 

the ECB assets at the start of 2010. Although some of the extra credit extended by the ECB was used to buy 

sovereign bonds by banks, this was not anywhere the extent of the direct purchases of the BoE and the Fed 

(Pisani-Ferry and Wolff, 2012). As sovereign debt sustainability issues emerged in Europe, the ECB took further 

steps, which shall be discussed after the fiscal developments following the banking crises has been looked into. 

9.2 Fiscal Policy 
When the financial crisis hit in 2008 countries across the globe engaged in unprecedented increases in public 

spending to avoid repeating the situation in the Great Depression in the 1930s. The fact that many countries 

were struck by banking crises only deteriorated public finances even further as governments moved in to bail 

out their banking sectors. Thus public finance deficits increased due to bank bail-out costs, increased public 

spending and shrinking tax bases (see table below).  

Total Government Balance in Percent of GDP 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Iceland 4.9 6.3 5.4 -13.5 -10.0 -10.1 -5.4 -1.8 

Ireland 1.7 2.9 0.1 -7.4 -13.9 -30.9 -13.3 -8.6 

Spain 1.3 2.4 1.9 -4.5 -11.2 -9.7 -9.4 -6.3 

United Kingdom -3.3 -2.7 -2.8 -5.0 -10.9 -10.1 -8.3 -7.6 

United States -3.3 -2.2 -2.9 -6.6 -11.9 -11.4 -10.2 -7.6 

Source: OECD 2012 - note 2012 is an estimate based on government plans as of November 2012 

 

9.2.1 The Costs of Financial Rescue Packages 

During the financial turmoil in 2008 several banking rescue packages were put in place by governments in 

attempts to recreate financial stability and avoid an escalation of the problems. By far the most expensive 

banking crisis occurred in Ireland due to the decision of the government to guarantee almost all domestic bank 

liabilities. Between 2008-2010 fiscal outlays including asset purchases of no less than 60 % of Irish GDP and 

further asset guarantees of 20 % of GDP has been used in saving the banking sector in the aftermath of the real 

                                                             
10 See Appendix VI for a fuller description of the political structure of the ECB 
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estate bubble (see table below). However like the other four banking crises the final cost is still unknown as the 

countries are expected to recuperate some of their outlays later when asset positions are unwound again11. 

Fiscal Outlay to Financial Institutional Rescue Packages between 2008-2010 in Percent of GDP 

  Gross Outlay Outlays Recovered Net Outlays Asset Purchases Asset Guarantees 

Iceland 44,2 23,7 20,5 0,0 0,0 

Ireland 40,7 0,0 40,7 19,1 20,3 

Spain 3,8 0,0 3,8 1,8 0,0 

United Kingdom 8,8 2,2 6,6 16,3 14,5 

United States 4,5 2,4 2,1 13,0 Negligible 

Source: Laeven and Valencia 2012  

 

As seen from the table above, the Icelandic immediate fiscal outlays to bank recapitalization and restructuring 

including a large recapitalization of the central bank after its losses from the collapsed banking system were 

also quite large at 44.2 % of GDP. Furthermore the situation in Iceland forced the government to ask for help 

from the IMF. However Iceland has recovered more than half of its initial outlays by 2011 and thereby reduced 

the fiscal cost of its banking crisis dramatically. In fact Iceland seems to have been blessed by the fact that the 

lion share of losses from the collapse of the three banks and their assets fell on foreign creditors. The Icelandic 

central bank governor Gudmundsson (2012) estimates that 85-90 % of claim values on the old banks are held 

by foreign creditors. One such case is the Icesave dispute, where Iceland chose to bail out only domestic 

depositors and not the many British and Dutch depositors, who lost money when one of the three big banks, 

Landsbanki, collapsed in 2008. These depositors were bailed out by their respective governments, who have 

then demanded to be reimbursed by Iceland. Because Icelandic legislation was changed in autumn 2008, 

depositors have superior claim to the assets of the old banks, which are being wound up at the moment. But 

Iceland has already paid over 50 % of the entire claim of € 6.7 billion or over 50 % of Icelandic GDP, of which € 

3.8 billion were the retail depositors bailed out, from the Estate of the failed Landsbanki. Iceland furthermore 

expects that the estate will be able to cover the rest within three years including wholesale depositors, thereby 

settling the dispute with the UK and the Netherlands without costing the Icelandic state anything (Icelandic 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs homepage, 2012). 

                                                             
11 It should be noted that not all fiscal outlays fell on the governments or were included directly in the government 
balance table shown below. Many outlays such as asset purchases and guarantees were either taken by central banks or 
specific government agencies not included such as the Irish NAMA. These are included in the two last rows instead. 
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By comparison the fiscal outlays including asset purchases in Spain, the UK and the USA were 5.6 %, 21.5 % and 

17.5 % of GDP respectively. Furthermore the UK has asset guarantees of 14.5 % of GDP, but has recovered 2.2 

percentage points compared to 2.4 percentage points for the USA (Laeven and Valencia, 2012). The Spanish 

numbers look very benign, but this has to do with the delay with which the Spanish banking crisis has occurred. 

These 2011 numbers do not reflect the most recent European rescue package of Spanish banks, which will 

increase the fiscal cost tremendously in Spain as well. The Oliver Wyman report (2012) on the Spanish banking 

sector indicated that the banks could be needing as much as € 60 billion in capital from 2012-2014 in the worst 

case scenario, which is about 6 % of 2012 GDP. However, this estimate is highly uncertain depending upon the 

economic developments and future losses of banks e.g. from continued falling house prices or government 

bond losses. Apart from the possible recapitalization of banks another uncertainty of costs stems from the 

creation of an institution to purchase some of the toxic real estate assets from banks.  Accordingly the cost of 

the Spanish banking crisis for the public sector remains to be seen. 

9.2.2 Public Spending Increases 

In order to avoid a sharp deterioration in economic prospects and unemployment rates like those in the 1930s, 

governments across the globe initiated public stimuli packages on top of the automatic stabilizers. 

Governments engaged in large scale Keynesian public investments such as infrastructure projects to increase 

aggregate demand as private demand contracted. Iceland and Ireland are the exceptions as their public 

balances were stretched hard from saving and restructuring their banks as discussed above. Iceland had asked 

for help from the IMF to stabilize its banking system and currency after its bank collapses. Although the country 

was allowed to let is automatic stabilizers work fully in 2009, the terms restricted the use of further public 

spending and demanded fiscal consolidation by 2010 (OECD Restoring Public Finances, 2012). Thus, instead of 

increasing spending and reducing taxes both countries did the exact opposite to consolidate public finances. 

However, the other three countries did put in place large stimuli packages (see table below). 

Fiscal Packages in Percent of GDP Between 2008-2010 

  Iceland Ireland Spain United Kingdom United States 

2008-2010 9,4 4,4 -3,5 -1,4 -5,6 

Source: OECD 2011           
 

Both the Spanish and American fiscal packages consisted of both tax cuts and spending increases, whereas the 

British package almost exclusively consisted of tax cuts. As seen from the table the largest stimulus package 
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was put in place in the USA which relates both to the seriousness of the crisis and not least the fact that 

automatic stabilizers are less pronounced there. The European economies have larger welfare states compared 

with the USA, which means that automatic stabilizers such as unemployment benefits are larger in Europe 

(OECD Restoring Public Finances, 2012). 

9.2.3 Deteriorating Fiscal Balances 

When economic growth falls and recessions take place fiscal balances deteriorate for several reasons. Apart 

from the exceptional measures taken by governments to save financial institutions and increase aggregate 

demand by stimuli packages, public balances worsen as automatic stabilizers set in and tax revenues decline. 

Another possible source of increased public deficits is increased cost of borrowing or rolling over public debt. If 

financial markets lose confidence in the sustainability of sovereign debt they will demand larger risk premiums 

as will be discussed in the next chapter about government debt. Automatic stabilizers are different from stimuli 

packages as they do not require actions of governments to take effect. Rather they work automatically e.g. by 

increasing government spending on the increased number of unemployed caused by recessions. The effect 

from a recession on public finances is thus twofold in that it reduces the tax base of the government from the 

lower economic activity and at the same time it increases spending on unemployment benefits. It is clear from 

the table of total government balances above that all five countries saw a deterioration of public balances 

when the crisis hit. This deterioration was larger than what the stimuli and banking packages can explain. Three 

countries moved from surpluses to large deficits, whereas the deficits of the remaining two countries increased 

a lot. What is particularly interesting about this is the fact that both Spain and especially Ireland had as 

mentioned earlier become very dependent upon cyclical tax revenues from their booming economies. This 

provides a good explanation of the speedy decline in both Irish and Spanish public finances from 2007-2009, 

despite the fact that both countries appear to have a better starting point when looking at total government 

balance in 2007. There are some further important points to mention before looking into public debt. All 

countries except Ireland with its exceptionally high bank bailout costs began to consolidate public finances and 

reduce deficits from 2010. Despite these efforts deficits remain very high in 2012 and are expected to stay high 

for quite some time, except in Iceland. The outlooks for public finances will be discussed in further detail later, 

but first a look at public debt. 

9.2.4 Increased Government Indebtedness 

As public deficits increased tremendously when the crises hit in 2007-2008, so did the indebtedness of 

governments. Sovereigns borrowed in attempts to boost growth and put floors under unemployment with a 
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resulting increase in public debt (see table below). Debt levels to GDP only increased further when GDP growth 

was negative from the following recessions, giving rise to debt sustainability issues in some countries. 

Gross Government Debt in percent of GDP 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Iceland 25.4 30.1 29.1 70.3 88.2 92.8 99.2 94.2 

Ireland 27.1 24.8 25.0 44.5 64.9 92.2 106.5 117.7 

Spain 43.2 39.7 36.3 40.2 53.9 61.3 69.1 90.7 

United Kingdom 41.8 43.0 43.7 52.2 68.0 75.0 81.8 88.7 

United States 67.9 66.6 67.2 76.1 89.7 98.6 102.9 107.2 

Source: IMF 2012 - note that numbers for 2012 are based on estimates - Gross debt consists of all liabilities that are debt 
instruments and require payment(s) of interest and/or principal by the debtor to the creditor at a date or dates in the future 

 

Both the UK and the USA had been running public deficits in the years leading up to the crises and thus their 

gross government debt levels were higher than the other countries in 2007. Although they continue to be the 

highly indebted countries, both Iceland and Ireland have increased gross government debt to around the level 

of the USA at around 100 % of GDP by 2011. These two countries experienced the largest increases in debt due 

to the very large costs and outlays related to bank bailouts and recapitalizations. For both countries the strain 

on public finances became too big and they resorted to help from outsiders. Although Ireland and especially 

Iceland have lower net debt, most of the financial assets of the countries are related to bank loans and shares 

from the recapitalizations. Accordingly most of the assets cannot be liquidated quickly to pay off debt and their 

values are hard to measure making cross country comparisons of net debt uncertain at best.  

Most recently Spain asked for help to save its banking sector and speculations remain about whether the 

country needs to be helped further. This relates to continued problems in the real estate sector spilling over to 

banks, continued low or negative growth prospects and high financing costs of Spain. Meanwhile Spanish gross 

debt is expected to increase a lot in 2012 due to a higher than expected government deficit and bailing out 

regions with € 41 billion to among other things a regional rescue fund of € 18 billion. Spain has been prone to 

miss deficit targets in the past, where especially regions have spent more than projected (Benoit and Sills, 

2012). 

Thus all five countries are expected to end 2012 with very high public debt levels, but only Eurozone countries 

Ireland and Spain are suffering debt sustainability concerns as indicated by the yields on their 10–year 

government bonds (see chart below).  
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Whereas all countries except Iceland with higher levels of inflation moved more or less in tandem between 3-

5% yields for a long time before the financial crisis and for some time after. Yields started moving in opposite 

directions from 2010 when sovereign sustainability concerns emerged in the Eurozone, causing investors to 

demand larger risk premiums for holding Irish and Spanish debt. Spanish and in particular Irish yields rose 

sharply making it increasingly costly to finance the public debt. Ireland in fact lost access to bond markets and 

had to seek help from its Eurozone partners and the IMF in November 2010. Lately the Irish yields have come 

down considerably and are even lower than those of Spain, giving Ireland bond market access once again. 

Icelandic yields have also seen a large increase due to high inflation as well as concerns in the autumn 2008 

when the banks failed. But yields came down after the IMF moved in and since the end of 2011 nominal yields 

have come down to levels around those of Spain, enabling Iceland to issue long term government debt once 

again. Yields are even lower after inflation, which has for quite some time been elevated in Iceland. At the 

other end of the spectrum are the UK and the USA, whose bond yields have in fact declined to around 2 % since 

mid-2011 despite the historically high debt levels. Both countries have despite high deficits and debt levels 

been seen as safe havens for investors and thereby benefitted from low debt financing costs. 
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10 Debt Sustainability Concerns Emerge 

In the aftermath of the financial crisis the deteriorating deficits led to concerns of financial markets over the 

sustainability of public debt in some countries. In particular countries of the Eurozone came under pressure as 

financial markets demanded higher risk premiums for holding their sovereign debt. A short presentation of the 

event during the Eurozone crisis will be made before looking into reasons why it happened to be Eurozone 

countries that came under pressure. Problems emerged in Greece in December 2009 when public gross debt 

had reached € 300 billion or 113 % of that years GDP, which was almost double the limit of 60 % allowed under 

the Maastricht treaty. Then in January 2010 the EU disclosed that several irregularities were found in Greek 

accounting standards and the deficit for 2009 was revised upward from 3.7 % to 12.7 %, which was more than 

four times the allowed 3 % in the Maastricht treaty. The situation only worsened in the spring and concerns 

started spreading to other Eurozone countries such as Ireland Italy, Spain and Portugal. In order to address the 

problem with Greece and in hoping to appease financial markets a 3-year rescue package of € 110 billion from 

the EU and IMF to Greece was agreed upon in May. The terms of the rescue included severe austerity 

measures for Greece such as pension reforms, tax rises and spending cuts to be implemented. Markets were 

still far from pleased and government bond yields continued to increase throughout 2010 in the five Eurozone 

countries. Other countries such as the UK experienced falling yields despite facing equally high debt levels and 

public deficits (see chart below). 
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It is clear that although all five countries experienced rising financing costs, the increases were larger in Ireland, 

Portugal and especially Greece. Owing to continued problems with its banking sector and higher financing costs 

of public debt, Ireland was the second Eurozone country to ask for a bail-out under strict terms from the EU 

and IMF in November 2010 of € 85 billion. As a response to these problems the Eurozone countries decided to 

establish a permanent bail-out fund called the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) with € 500 billion in 

February 2011. The ESM was to take over the role from the temporary rescue fund the European Financial 

Stability Facility (EFSF) established in 2010 with its increased lending facilities. Then in May 2011 Portugal gave 

in to financial market pressures and was bailed out with € 78 billion by the EU and IMF as well (BBC a, 2012).  

Hopes of ending the Eurozone crisis were hit again just two months later when Greece was bailed out once 

more. The country was granted € 109 billion against promises of even more austerity measures and this time 

private sector bond holders were asked to share the burden through a haircut of Greek government bonds. At 

the same time the time of repayments for Ireland and Portugal were doubled. Additionally it was agreed that 

government bonds could be bought to some extent and credit be made available to liquidity constrained 

countries such as Italy and Spain not in immediate risk of insolvency. As can be seen from the chart above the 

immediate effect was for the yields of Irish bonds to start falling, but as they increased for both Italy and Spain 

the ECB decided to intervene by buying some of their bonds on the secondary market to lower the yields. Both 

Spain and Italy enacted harsh austerity programs in the following months to try to calm financial markets. 

Despite these actions of the two countries and the ECB as well as numerous summits between Eurozone 

finance ministers, government bond yields continued to increase in the following months until the ECB took 

further actions in December 2011. The yields came down afterwards, but only temporarily and started to 

increase again in the spring for the two countries (BBC a, 2012). Meanwhile yields have fallen in both Ireland 

and Portugal throughout 2012 and by October Ireland has regained bond market access and has managed to 

reduce the 10-year yields to less than 5 % for the first time since spring 2010. While Irish yields have actually 

come below those of Italy and Spain, these two countries have also experienced falling yields since the ECB 

took further actions in august as will be discussed shortly. 

10.1 Debt Sustainability 
To obtain debt sustainability a country needs to have a primary surplus i.e. taxes minus spending before 

interest costs that is equal to the real debt servicing costs minus real growth. 

  

 
 (   )  
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That is the primary balance (PB) to GDP (Y) must be equal to the interest-growth differential i.e. the difference 

between the real interest rate (r) and real growth (g) times debt (D) over GDP (Y) in order for debt to be 

sustainable. From this equation it becomes intuitively clear why high interest rates and debt size matter, 

especially when growth is low, as the needed primary balance to obtain sustainability is larger. The problem 

with being highly indebted is the cost of servicing the debt, which can be expensive even at relatively low 

interest rates. Additionally there is no guarantee that interest rates in the UK and the USA will remain low 

unless financial markets have confidence in these countries. The Eurozone debt crisis has only shown just how 

quickly financial markets lose confidence. For countries such as Spain and Ireland with higher real financing 

costs it is even more pressing to obtain credibility from financial markets as even a few percentage points in 

lower financing costs can mean the difference between having a sustainable debt or not. For all countries 

interest payments in percent of GDP have increased from 2007 to 2012, which is expected to continue in 2013 

except for Iceland (see table below). 

General Government Net Debt Interest Payments in percent of GDP 

    2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Iceland   -0.9 -0.5 3.0 2.9 2.5 3.2 3.0 

Ireland   0.6 0.8 1.4 2.7 3.0 3.8 5.2 

Spain   1.1 1.1 1.4 1.5 2.0 2.6 2.9 

United Kingdom 1.8 1.8 1.6 2.7 3.1 3.2 3.4 

United States 1.9 1.9 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.1 

Source: OECD - Note numbers from 2012 are estimates 

  

The USA has been helped by falling government bond yields in keeping nominal interest cost lower, but they 

have been slightly increasing from 2009 due to higher debt levels and as the yields cannot be expected to fall 

much more these cost will likely rise as debt rises in the coming years. Iceland experienced a very large increase 

in interest payments between 2007 and 2009 as bond yields had increased a lot together with debt. But from 

2009 nominal Icelandic interest payments have stabilized and are expected to start falling as debt will be 

reduced in the coming years. For the remaining European countries the increase in debt has resulted in larger 

interest payments in 2011. Even the UK, which unlike Ireland and Spain has seen its interest rate decline 

experienced large interest payments due to higher debt levels. Although the actual numbers for 2012 are not 

yet available at time of writing, the increasing debt levels to GDP and continued high financing cost for Ireland 

and Spain will most likely result in higher interest payments in 2012 and 2013 except perhaps for Iceland (see 

table below). 
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Expected Gross Government Debt in percent of GDP 

      2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Iceland     94.2 90.5 87.4 84.0 78.6 77.0 

Ireland     117.7 119.3 118.4 115.0 111.5 108.4 

Spain     90.7 96.9 100.0 101.1 101.4 101.2 

United Kingdom     88.7 93.3 96.0 96.6 95.8 93.7 

United States     107.2 111.7 113.8 114.2 114.2 114.0 

Source: IMF 2012 - numbers are based on estimates 

 

Future debt levels are difficult to predict and depend on assumptions regarding future GDP, financing costs and 

budget deficits, but they are expected to remain high for a foreseeable future, even in Iceland which is 

projected to see the largest decline. Accordingly, unless bond yields in particular in Ireland and Spain will fall or 

growth will increase, interest payments will continue to take up a good deal of government resources. This 

puts pressure on governments to continue consolidating public finances and create primary surpluses large 

enough to obtain sustainability (see table below).  

General Government Underlying Primary Balances in percent of GDP 

    2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Iceland   1.5 -3.6 -6.1 -0.8 0.9 2.2 2.6 

Ireland   -2.9 -6.8 -7.1 -4.7 -2.7 -0.8 0.9 

Spain   1.4 -4.1 -7.7 -4.9 -3.3 0.5 3.7 

United Kingdom -2.6 -3.7 -7.0 -5.8 -4.1 -3.0 -1.9 

United States -2.0 -4.6 -7.5 -7.0 -5.9 -5.0 -3.4 

Source: OECD - Note numbers from 2012 are estimates – The primary balances are cyclically adjusted and excl. interest payments 

 

The development in the underlying primary balances reveals a clear difference between Spain and Ireland on 

the one hand and the UK and the USA on the other hand, which was not visible when looking at actual 

government balances. From roughly the same starting point of around 7 % deficits in 2009 for all four 

countries, Spain and Ireland have consolidated public finances to such an extent that their primary deficits 

adjusted for cyclical swings are almost eliminated by 2012 and expected to become surpluses in both countries 

in 2013. Both the UK and especially the USA have on the contrary seen relatively more limited improvements in 

their primary balances since 2007. Although the exact numbers for 2012 and 2013 are subject to uncertainties, 

the trend clearly illustrates that the two Eurozone countries have improved their imbalances more than the UK 

and the USA have done. Accordingly the fact that all four countries are expected to have somewhat similar 
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actual government deficits in 2012 disguises the fact that the compositions of these deficits are very different. 

The deficits are due mainly to large interest payments and poor economic performance in the two Eurozone 

countries, whereas they are the result of relatively slower fiscal adjustment and deficit reduction in the two 

other countries. This point becomes even clearer when performing actual debt sustainability calculations based 

on the formula above (see table below). 

Sustainability Calculations for 2012 all number in percent of GDP 

    Real Int. Rate Real GDP Debt Level* Needed Prim. Bal. Actual Prim. Bal. Needed Adj. 

Iceland   -0.4 2.5 94.2 -2.7 2.2 -4.9 

Ireland   2.0 0.5 117.7 1.8 -0.8 2.6 

Spain   2.3 -1.3 90.7 3.3 0.5 2.8 

United Kingdom 1.1 -0.1 88.7 1.1 -3.0 4.1 

United States 0.2 2.2 107.2 -2.1 -5.0 2.9 

Greece   6.9 -6.3 170.7 22.5 3.2 19.3 

Italy   3.8 -2.2 126.3 7.6 4.5 3.1 

Portugal   4.2 -1.8 119.1 7.1 1.4 5.7 

Sources: OECD and IMF* - Interest rates have been deflated by the OECD GDP deflator for that year - see App. VII for calculations 

  

The needed primary balance is the right hand side of the above sustainability equation, which is then compared 

to the actual primary balance expected for 2012 in order to figure out how much the primary balance needs to 

be improved in order for debt to be sustainable under current conditions. All four countries need roughly the 

same adjustment except for the UK which needs a slightly higher adjustment. However, whereas the needed 

adjustment of Ireland and Spain stems from lack of economic growth and higher real interest rates, that of the 

UK and the US comes from high actual primary deficits. The UK is then further impaired from low economic 

growth, which is the reason why they need a larger adjustment than the USA despite a lower actual primary 

deficit.  Iceland is the most successful of the five countries of interest, as the positive number under the 

needed adjustment illustrate. Helped by higher economic growth, negative real interest rates and the largest 

primary surplus, the country is well underway towards debt reduction as mentioned earlier. Finally it should be 

noted that the situation in Greece, Italy and Portugal is very similar to that in Ireland and Spain, where high 

interest rates and sluggish economic growth are the main reasons for needing further adjustment of the 

primary balances. This is particularly true for Greece, where the enormous debt level requires even more 

adjustment just to obtain sustainability without reducing debt. The Calculations have been done for 2011 and 
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2013 as well, showing similar overall results as those for 201212. Although calculations for 2013 show that 

Spain, Italy and Portugal will obtain debt sustainability by 2013, much uncertainty exists regarding the 

development in the inputs used. But the overall trend in the composition of the government balances remains 

valid and point to large improvements in the underlying primary balances of all five Eurozone countries. 

10.2 Fiscal Consolidations 
As responses to the very high deficits and not least concerns over debt sustainability seen in the Eurozone, 

countries around the world have been reducing the deficits since 2010. But none of the five countries of 

interest except Iceland stand to obtain a balanced public budget let alone an actual surplus even when looking 

at fiscal balances as far as 2015 (see table below).  

Actual and Projected Fiscal Balances in percent of GDP 

      2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Iceland     -10.1 -5.4 -1.8 -0.4 0.7 1.3 

Ireland*     -10.9 -9.4 -8.6 -7.5 -5.0 -2.9 

Spain     -9.3 -8.5 -6.3 -4.5 -2.8 -1.1 

United Kingdom   -9.5 -8.4 -7.6 -6.1 -4.6 -3.0 

United States   -8.9 -8.7 -7.6 -3.8 -2.3 -1.5 

Source: OECD - Note numbers from 2012 are projections based on government plans as of November 2012 and Ireland is the 
fiscal balance excl. bank recapitalizations 

 

Still the very high public debt levels demand action both in the short and longer run in order for the debt not to 

spin out of control as seen from the previous chapter. It is particularly daunting for Ireland and Spain in order 

to regain financial market confidence and thereby reduce their interest rate costs. Like with debt, deficit 

projections into the future are very uncertain not least as countries continuously violate their targets. As 

economic prospects for growth in particular in Europe are reduced these years, countries have a harder time 

living up to fiscal target expectations. Austerity measures taken must be balanced against obtaining debt 

sustainability on the one hand and not stifling economic recovery on the other hand. Spain has most recently 

adjusted deficit targets for the worse due to poorer economic outlook and a need to help its regional 

governments. The UK has also recently adjusted the consolidation path and extended the time until balancing 

its budget due to slow economic growth. Finally the USA is expected to adjust deficit reductions for the coming 

years in order not to slip back into recession. The USA faces what has been known as a “Fiscal Cliff” in 2013, 

where expiration of tax cuts and emergency unemployment as well as automatic spending cuts threatens to 

                                                             
12 See Appendix VII for sustainability calculations 
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have such a large economic impact as to move the economy back into recession in 2013. At time of writing this 

situation remains largely unsolved. Even Iceland and Ireland have relaxed their consolidation efforts slightly in 

2012 (OECD Restoring Public Finances, 2012). 

10.3 Monetary Actions of the ECB 
Whereas both the Fed and the BoE have continued to provide economic stimuli through quantitative easing 

and expanded their balance sheets as far as 2012, ECB has been concerned with tackling the unfolding debt 

crisis in the Eurozone. When debt sustainability issues first occurred the ECB responded by continuously 

standing ready with liquidity for banks in the aforementioned LTROs with 3 months maturity. In December 

2011 the central bank went even further and decided to open two LTROs with maturity of 36 months at very 

favorable terms. It further reduced the reserve requirements of banks and increased the amount of collateral 

eligible for participation. The immediate effects were clear on long term bond yields, particularly those in Italy 

and Spain, which decreased from around 7 % and 6 % respectively in November to around 5 % in March 2012. 

In particular Spanish banks made use of ECB liquidity facilities since December 2011 owing to problems of 

obtaining funding from interbank markets (see chart below). The continued distress of Spanish banks from the 

housing bubble downturn caused other banks and investors to cut back on lending to them and forced them to 

go to the ECB. But banks of other distressed countries in the Eurozone have done the same, meanwhile banks 

from Northern Europe have been depositing money at the ECB, indicating how the European interbank market 

has stopped working effectively. This link between weak banking systems and weak sovereigns has only 

exacerbated the debt crisis (Sills, 2012).  
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Despite lending from the ECB Spanish banks continued to show weaknesses and a bailout package at the EFSF 

and ESM rescue funds of up to € 100 billion to bank recapitalizations was agreed in July. Furthermore, after the 

initial fall, long term government bond yields in Spain and Italy started increasing again in the late spring and 

summer of 2012. This led ECB’s president Mario Draghi to pledge to do whatever it takes to save the euro in 

late July, which he then elaborated upon on the 6th of September. In effect the ECB decided to step in as a form 

of lender of last resort to governments under certain criteria through the Outright Monetary Transactions 

(OMT) plan. The plan was to purchase unlimited amounts of government bonds with maturities between 1 and 

3 years to address what the bank referred to as severe distortions based on unfounded fears. That is the 

central bank would buy government bonds in countries where financial markets had increased funding costs, 

but only in conjunction with the EFSF and ESM funds i.e. after sovereigns themselves had asked to be bailed 

out. Thus countries would need to apply officially as before and terms for the bailout would be negotiated. The 

purchases will be sterilized through issuance of other bonds by the ECB and the central bank will not obtain 

seniority over private bond holders in case of losses (BBC b, 2012). At time of writing, no country has yet asked 

for the mechanism to be used due to the harsh fiscal terms usually part of government bailouts, but rumors of 

a Spanish bailout on the way have been amble in the autumn of 2012. The plan has however had an intended 

effect on government yields, which have been falling after the plan was revealed. Whether this fall will be more 

permanent or temporary remains to be seen, but so far it has helped lower financing costs of the most 

distressed countries at least for a while. 
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11 The Eurozone Debt Crisis 

Following the large deficits and levels of sovereign debt to GDP after the financial crisis the five Eurozone 

countries Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain (GIIPS) have been the main concern of financial market. The 

three countries Greece, Ireland and Portugal have all been bailed out by fellow Eurozone members and the 

IMF, and both Italy and Spain have been heavily discussed in relation to potential bailouts. But in the previous 

chapters of the thesis it is clear that debt levels and deficits have been of similar size in Iceland, Ireland, Spain, 

the UK and the USA. Yet except for Iceland in 2008 when concerns were at their highest, only the two Eurozone 

countries Ireland and Spain have been subject to severe market pressures. Ireland has recovered somewhat in 

terms of falling interest rates and market access once again, but interest rates remain elevated in comparison 

with the UK and the US. It is thus the objective of this chapter of the thesis to look into the reasons for this 

difference in financial market reactions to debt sustainability. 

11.1 History of Interest Rate Movements in the Eurozone 

Although interest rates in the five GIIPS countries seem to be above levels explainable by fundamentals alone, 

it is important to mention that this situation has arisen after a long period of very low and stable interest rates 

following the creation of the euro. Before the Eurozone was created interest rates on government bonds 

tended to move asymmetrically and the spread i.e. difference in interest rates between the stable German 

currency and other currencies were often large. This interest rate spread reflected differences between 

countries in fundamentals such as public deficits and debt levels, but also the exchange rate risk of having 

different currencies in the ERM. The ERM system was set up to create monetary and exchange rate stability 

between European countries before the adoption of a common currency, but the period before the euro was 

at times highly unstable, in particular during the ERM crisis in the early 1990s. However, as risk premiums 

decreased globally from the late 1990s and exchange rate risk was removed after adoption of the common 

currency, the period until the financial crisis in 2008 was remarkably stable. Thus after the adoption of the euro 

capital moved from current account surplus countries in the Eurozone such as Germany to deficit countries 

such as the GIIPS resulting in a convergence of interest rates through more integrated financial markets in the 

Eurozone. Accordingly interest rate spreads almost disappeared until 2010 despite continuing differences in 

the fundamentals (the Danish National Bank, 2012). As will be seen next this development has pointed towards 

potential mispricing of risk on behalf of financial markets, where risk was underpriced in the 2000s and 

overpriced since 2010.  
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11.2 Potential Mispricing of Sovereign Risk 

Several scholars have pointed to a mispricing of risk by financial markets in the Eurozone after the financial 

crisis. Aizenman et al. (2012) state that financial markets seemed to underprice risk until 2010, when debt 

sustainability concerns and contagion led to the possible overpricing of risk premiums in the GIIPS compared 

with fundamentals. This is also the finding of Ghosh et al. (2012), whose empirical testing of spreads leads to 

this conclusion. They argue that the reason is two offsetting effects of the countries being part of a currency 

union. The first effect prevailing before 2010 leading to bond yields below what fundamentals would predict 

was that financial markets expected countries in trouble to be bailed out by other Eurozone members. The 

second effect prevailing since 2010 is related to the monetary limits of being in a monetary union, causing 

financial markets to charge risk premiums above what fundamentals such as deficit and debt levels would 

predict. The effect means that macroeconomic stabilization will have to rely on fiscal policies as the 

independent monetary policies are forsaken by individual members as will be analyzed in section 11.4 below. 

This is particularly daunting when the government’s room for maneuver or fiscal space is exhausted. Other 

scholars such as Kopf (2011) argue on the other hand the interest rate spreads existing in later years are 

correctly priced to reflect differences in risk.  

In general it is very hard to evaluate a mispricing, as it requires knowledge of a true equilibrium price. However, 

what can be construed is the fact that financial markets seem to have priced sovereign risk in the Eurozone 

very differently before 2010 as opposed to after. Thus markets have focused much more on different economic 

fundamentals in pricing risk in recent years as will be seen shortly. But even if financial markets have been 

focusing more on differences in fundamentals in sovereign bond prices in the Eurozone in recent years, studies 

such as the one by Di Cesare et al. (2012) concludes that fundamentals cannot explain the entire increase in 

interest rate spreads in the GIIPS. While focusing on Italy, they find that around 250 basis points are 

unexplained by fundamentals and conclude that the high pricing of risk seen e.g. in the summer of 2012 points 

to fear of reversibility of the monetary union itself. That is some of the exchange risk, which disappeared after 

the introduction of the common currency has returned with fears of a break-up (Di Cesare, 2012). This might 

hold some truth, especially since the spreads at time of writing have fallen by almost 200 basis points on Italian 

bonds since the ECB announced its OMT plan, which could be due to decreased fears of Eurozone break-up. 
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11.3 Currency Crises Mechanisms 

Capital movements and crisis mechanics during the current sovereign debt crises in the Eurozone seems to 

show features similar to those in currency crisis models. This link is remarked among others by De Grauwe 

(2011) and the Danish National Bank (2012). Thus the work of these models will provide the framework within 

which some characteristics and mechanisms in the Eurozone debt crisis will be explained. It is features from the 

second and particularly third generation models, which are of interest in this thesis13. 

11.3.1  Multiple Equilibria and Self-fulfilling Crises 

As with the second generation models the situation in the Eurozone can be described by multiple equilibria 

with two equilibria outcomes. If financial markets are benign, the government will be able to roll-over debt and 

issue new debt at low interest rates, which can boost growth and ensure solvency moving a country towards a 

good equilibrium. If on the other hands financial markets are more uncertain about a government, they will 

charge higher interest rates. This has the effect of demanding austerity on behalf of the government to obtain 

a higher primary surplus and thereby sustainability, making the fiscal policy countercyclical. It also means that 

the domestic banking sector is likely to incur losses from holding government bonds, which as domestic 

liquidity dries up will means higher bank funding costs and a contraction of bank credit to households and 

corporations. Thus together with the austerity such credit contraction will have negative impacts on economic 

growth, making it even harder for a country to gain sustainability as the interest rate-growth differential 

widens. Apart from Greece, where developments seem to have been inevitable and reflect true weaknesses as 

in first generation crisis models, it is likely that some countries such as Portugal and Ireland were forced them 

into bad equilibria by financial markets. Such bad equilibria are more likely to happen to countries part of a 

monetary union, where they borrow in a currency over which is has no control as will be analyzed more closely 

in subsection 11.4 below (De Grauwe, 2011). 

11.3.2   Contagion and Herding Behavior 

Contagion appears to have been a part of the explanation of the Eurozone debt crisis, not least due to the 

timing of the cross border crises. Since the creation of the Eurozone financial integration between the 

countries have increased, which can act as a direct channel of contagion as any bank holding e.g. Greek 

government bonds will suffer losses when the risk premium of these increases (Kopf, 2011). Furthermore, 

according to Metiu (2012) fears of contagion arise from a situation with multiple equilibria and self-fulfilling 

characteristics, which can lead to different market outcomes as outlined above. This situation arises when 

                                                             
13 See Appendix VIII for theories on second generation models 
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macroeconomic fundamentals are not strong enough to prevent a speculative attack nor are they weak enough 

to make it certain. In such a situation, loss of investor confidence triggered e.g. by the revelation of Greece’s 

distressed situation might cause a change in market expectations. This can lead to a wave of self-fulfilling cross 

border modification of portfolios with an equivalent repricing of risk premiums. While the results of Metiu’s 

(2012) empirical tests point toward supporting the notion of self-fulfilling crises and thereby a tendency for 

financial markets to overreact to macroeconomic fundamentals, the kind of cross-border contagion that he 

finds in his empirical test is striking. The results point to credit events in Ireland, Portugal and particularly 

Greece as important sources of contagion, which has affected other Eurozone countries especially the GIIPS. 

Beirne and Fratzscher (2012) have also studied contagion together with herding behavior during the Eurozone 

debt crisis. Their findings indicate some degree of herding behavior and what they refer to as wake-up 

contagion. Herding behavior is the pure version of contagion, where international panic causes a sharp 

simultaneous increase in sovereign yields across countries. This type of behavior although present according to 

their results is limited over time and is found mostly during the autumn of 2008 and again in the summer of 

2011. Their results for GIIPS countries point to a large degree of wake-up contagion, where markets having 

paid little attention to cross-country differences in macroeconomic fundamentals for a period of time suddenly 

start reacting strongly to those in times of crises. Equivalently, since the beginning of the Eurozone debt crisis 

in 2010 financial markets appear to have placed much more weight on economic fundamentals such as debt 

levels and have started to discriminate based on those when pricing risk premiums within the Eurozone 

particularly in the GIIPS countries. This stands in sharp contrast to the preceding period, where spreads were 

small and tended to move in tandem across the entire Eurozone (Beirne and Fratzscher, 2012). 

11.3.3 Private Sector Vulnerabilities 

In the five countries of interest in this thesis the crises clearly started in the private sectors and spread to the 

public sectors. That is contrary to Greece, Portugal and Italy, which follow the first and especially second 

generation models, the third generation mechanisms are much more appropriate in describing the five 

countries of interest. This is not to say that there are not elements from second generation models such as 

multiple equilibria and contagion at play in Ireland and Spain, which there certainly seems to be during the 

Eurozone debt crisis. But as a general framework these countries all follow third generation models as 

proposed by Chang and Velasco (1998). In their model private sector vulnerabilities such as capital inflows and 

asset bubbles build up, which makes a country more prone to an exogenous shock such as changing financial 
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market expectations. This is particularly true if the financial sector participates, which lays the foundation of a 

banking crisis.  

This is exactly what happened in the 2000s, with the bursting asset bubbles and ensuing banking crises. In their 

model they illustrate how a banking crisis can quickly turn into a currency crisis, especially if the domestic 

banks hold lots of short-term liabilities denominated in foreign currency. Due to the scale of the Icelandic 

banking crisis the mechanisms were similar to a currency crisis even if the Icelandic currency is floating, and 

these mechanisms such as a sharply depreciating currency, which made foreign currency denominated debt 

skyrocket, were only stopped as the IMF bailed out Iceland and the country imposed capital controls largely in 

place today. As seen earlier, in the UK and the USA the capital flight did not lead to anywhere near the same 

degree of problems as in Iceland. Neither were the immediate consequences similar in Ireland and Spain, but 

the continued weakening of the banking sectors and economies posed large challenges for the public sectors. 

Accordingly the two countries became susceptible to the same kind of mechanisms as Greece, Italy and 

Portugal despite having relatively sound public fundamentals at the start of the financial crisis in 2008. 

11.4 The Eurozone as a Monetary Union 

A large part of the explanation of the rising interest rates in the GIIPS seems to be related to the fact that the 

Eurozone is a monetary union with a common central bank, but without fiscal integration between the 

countries. Governments in Iceland, the UK and the USA borrow money in a currency over which they have full 

control. If investors holding e.g. Icelandic government bonds start fearing a government default they will sell 

those bonds and drive up interest rates. Investors would then hold Icelandic krónur, which they would be 

interested in selling. The price of the króna would depreciate until someone else would be willing to buy the 

currency at sale in the exchange market. This mechanism leaves the Icelandic money stock unaltered and much 

of the excess credit would likely be deposited at banks, which would in turn place the money in government 

bonds. But even if private investors are reluctant to hold government bonds except at punitive interest rates, 

the central bank of Iceland could buy bonds in exchange for cash to keep interest rates lower. Thus investors 

cannot create a liquidity crisis which forces the government into default as long as the central bank stands 

ready as a lender of last resort with unlimited liquidity. The governments of Ireland or Spain on the other hand 

do not control the currency in which they borrow money, making them susceptible to a liquidity crisis. Should 

investors fear default of the Spanish government, they would sell Spanish bonds and drive up interest rates. 

But rather than selling the euros, investors might decide to buy German bonds, which are seen as less likely of 

defaulting. This capital flight from Spain will contrary to the Icelandic situation decrease the total Spanish 
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money supply, whereby the government can find itself unable to finance its debt. This situation is very similar 

to that of emerging markets borrowing in foreign currency, which make them susceptible to a sudden reversal 

of capital and self-fulfilling crises as described in section 11.3.1 above. Like with banks such a liquidity crisis can 

develop into a solvency crisis without a lender of last resort standing ready to inject liquidity. If financial 

markets start losing confidence in either Ireland or Spain with regards to repayment of debt, they will demand 

larger risk premiums in the form of higher interest rates when rolling over existing or issuing new debt. But 

these punitive rates may themselves push the country into solvency problems creating a self-fulfilling crisis (De 

Grauwe, 2011).  

11.5 Remedies 

As the previous sections of this chapter have illustrated there are many factors at work in explaining the 

Eurozone debt crisis in the GIIPS countries. So far the Eurozone has made several attempts at combatting the 

crisis. These include exceptional credit facilities for banks at the ECB and sovereign lending facilities such as 

EFSF and ESM for Eurozone countries suffering debt financing problems. The crisis has also led to further 

political integration between countries including the proposed common banking union and banking supervision 

as well as new rules regarding fiscal imbalances to avoid similar crises in the future (the Danish National Bank, 

2012). However, one of the most efficient remedies thus far has been the OMT procedure put in place in 

September 2012, which in effect allows the ECB to act as a lender of last resort in the Eurozone government 

bond markets under certain conditions. The structure and political will of the Eurozone had for a long time 

limited the power of the ECB in acting as a lender of last resort to sovereigns suffering from liquidity 

problems14. 

Although it remains untested at the time of writing, it has had a deterrent effect on interest rates in GIIPS 

countries. It seems to have helped remove the possible existence of a premium due to risk of Eurozone break-

up and thereby helped make debt in GIIPS countries more sustainable and aligned with actual fundamentals. It 

furthermore supports the claim made by e.g. De Grauwe (2011), that the Eurozone was indeed in severe need 

of such a lender of last resort to provide liquidity and thereby attempt to push the GIIPS countries out of there 

bad equilibria.  

Despite improvements it is too early to declare the Eurozone debt crisis over, as the GIIPS countries continue to 

struggle with high debt and deficit levels, economic recessions and relatively high financing costs. Especially the 

                                                             
14 See Appendix VI for a small presentation of the political structure of the ECB and the Eurozone 
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situation in Greece seems unresolved and far from sustainable despite improvements, as the sustainability 

calculations of chapter 10 pointed towards. But the other four GIIPS countries seems to have come a long way 

in adjusting their imbalances such as primary deficits and current accounts, which is important in order to 

obtain sustainability. In fact as the calculations in chapter 10 illustrated, the main problem facing these four 

countries is the interest rate-growth differential. Although this will have decreased by the lower interest rates, 

these remain above those in the UK and the USA, which together with the lack of economic growth continue to 

pose problems. Accordingly, a case could be made for the ECB to put the OMT program to the test in order to 

bring down interest rates further, leading to a good equilibrium with better possibilities for economic growth. 

This is particularly so for Spain and Italy, which are not currently part of any program providing financing. 

According to Smaghi (2012) Spain and Italy should in concurrence with the ECB drive down sovereign interest 

rates further in order improve conditions for their banking sectors and thereby enable these to lend at lower 

interest rates to households and corporations. Currently this is not possible due to the high interest rate levels, 

which in turn increases bank funding costs and deter these from lending to good investment projects. 

Regardless of such improvements however, the countries are still faced with a long period of improving their 

fundamental positions with regards to debt levels (Smaghi, 2012). 
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12 Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis has been to explain the developments from 2000 until today with regards to the 

financial crisis and the following Eurozone debt crisis. In particular the thesis has examined the links between 

developments aiming at providing a more complete picture of the various developments leading to very 

different outcomes today. Starting in the 2000s with similar developments mainly in the private sector of the 

five countries Iceland, Ireland, Spain, the UK and the USA, these countries experienced real estate booms, high 

economic growth as well as increased domestic and external indebtedness. As often before, the booming years 

in the benign economic environment of the 2000s ended in tears in 2008 with the financial crisis. 

In order to comprehend the developments preceding the financial crisis, the financial instability hypothesis of 

Minsky has functioned as an important framework. In his hypothesis, Minsky (1978) explains the inherent 

instability of capitalist economies in which economies tend to move from stable states into being of more 

speculative nature. During good times of increasing asset prices economic agents tend to take on more risk and 

become overinvested by issuing debt. This makes the economy more vulnerable to changing economic 

conditions and at some point known as the Minsky Moment, cash flows generated from the assets are 

inadequate to cover payments to liabilities. Because the economic agents are overinvested, the ensuing 

developments force them into selling even their solid assets to make good on their loans. This leads to a 

deflationary environment of falling asset prices in which more and more economic agents who have speculated 

become insolvent. When everybody tries to liquidate their assets resulting in fire sales and a scramble for 

liquidity, the likely result is a financial crisis as the one seen in 2008. If such a financial crisis is left undealt with 

by not having a lender of last resort to provide amble liquidity, it can develop into a depression, where not 

even good investment projects are able to borrow money and must be abandoned.  

Fortunately this did not happen in the financial crisis of 2008, because central banks around the world moved 

quickly and forcefully as lenders of last reserve. Furthermore governments bailed out ailing financial 

institutions in trouble and engaged in fiscal expansions to counteract the fall in private demand in the 

economies, where private sectors were deleveraging. Despite public sector assistance the banking crises in the 

five countries of interest were severe. In particular in Iceland, where the banking sector had become very large 

and built up large external liabilities, the government found itself unable to rescue its financial sector. But 

Icelandic banks were not unique in building up vulnerabilities. Although to varying degrees, banking sectors in 

all five countries had become increasingly dependent upon wholesale interbank funding during their rapid 

balance sheet expansions and lending booms of the 2000s. The interbank markets had been increasingly seen 
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as cheap and secure means of obtaining funding, but this changed first in during the subprime crisis and then 

later during the financial crisis, where interbank markets froze as counter party risk exploded. The international 

interconnectedness of financial systems meant that the financial crisis of 2008 spread quickly from the USA to 

the rest of the world, especially the other five countries examined in this thesis. The five countries had built up 

large vulnerabilities and imbalances, which left them even more affected by the downturn that followed from 

the financial crisis.  

Governments acted by assuming private sector debt and engaging in large scale fiscal expansions, but some 

governments notably some of those in the Eurozone soon found themselves unable borrow for financial 

expansion except at prohibitive interest rates. This led to the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis, which started in 

Greece in late 2009 when the newly elected government disclosed a much higher public deficit for 2009 as well 

as irregularities for some of the preceding years. Fear soon spread from Greece to other countries such as 

Ireland and Portugal, which resulted in the bailout of these three countries as financial markets closed on then. 

Ireland being one of the countries studied in this thesis had decided to guarantee almost all liabilities of its 

domestic banking sector in the autumn of 2008, which meant large scale bank bailouts. As the public sector 

assumed private sector liabilities, debt levels quickly rose and debt sustainability concerns emerged. Spain 

fared somewhat better in the immediate aftermath of the financial crisis, but the severe recession and 

continuously falling real estate weakened the banking sector, leading to sustainability concerns there as well.  

The result of the Eurozone debt crisis has been an increasing in sovereign risk premiums in Greece, Ireland, 

Italy, Portugal and Spain, the GIIPS, since 2010 following a very long period since the adoption of the euro in 

1999 of very few differences in interest rate spreads between Eurozone countries. Unlike Greece, Italy and 

Portugal, the problems in Ireland and Spain started in the private sectors, where imbalances had been building 

up. This leads to the link between the banking crises and sovereign debt sustainability issues, which have been 

analyzed in the thesis by means of currency crisis mechanisms, with which there exist many similarities. 

Most interesting for this thesis is the third generation models, which examine how private sector vulnerabilities 

e.g. from capital inflows and asset bubbles can leave countries more susceptible to exogenous shocks such as 

changing financial market expectations.  As modeled by Chang and Velasco (1998) this can be exacerbated if 

such vulnerabilities exist in the financial sector as well. In particular they model how large short-term bank 

liabilities in foreign currencies can create banking crises, as seen in the financial crisis of 2008. This took place 

in all five countries, but in Iceland it led to the collapse of the banking sector and a sharply depreciating 
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currency that increased the foreign currency denominated liabilities. It only stopped as the IMF went in and 

helped the country, which imposed capital controls largely in place today. Furthermore the private sector 

imbalances weakened the Eurozone countries Ireland and Spain to such an extent that their governments 

became susceptible to sovereign debt concerns. 

Of particular interest in this thesis is the fact that while all five countries of interest experienced a marked 

deterioration of public sector fundamentals such as deficit and debt to GDP levels in the wake of the financial 

crisis, only the two Eurozone countries Ireland and Spain have suffered from sovereign debt sustainability 

concerns with the exception of Iceland in a short period of time in 2008. It is noteworthy how well Iceland has 

emerged from the financial crisis, as it was forced to let its banking sector fall with foreign investors bearing 

most of the losses.  

The problems in Ireland and Spain has led to the conclusion that these two countries experienced these 

concerns and related high risk premiums on their sovereign debt due to their membership of the Eurozone. 

More specifically De Grauwe (2011) has explained how being part of a monetary union such as the Eurozone 

makes countries more prone to speculations and multiple equilibria. It relates to the fact that the governments 

of Iceland, the UK and the USA borrow in a currency over which they have complete control. Accordingly their 

central banks can act as lenders of last resort in government bonds, providing them with unlimited liquidity if 

needed. The opposite has been true for Ireland and Spain, whose governments borrow in a currency, which 

they do not control. Subsequently these governments could not guarantee bond holders to be paid in cash, if 

financial markets decide to charge higher interest rates making them susceptible to a liquidity crisis and self-

fulfilling prophecies. These punitive interest rates can turn a liquidity crisis into a solvency crisis unless a lender 

of last resort stands ready to act in the government bond markets. 

Recently the ECB did however decide to put in place the OMT procedure, which allows it to act as a lender of 

last resort if governments apply for a bailout. Although the OMT program remains untested, it has had a 

deterrent effect on interest rates, which have fallen since its introduction in September 2012. This has 

improved the outlook for the GIIPS countries, especially since they have made considerable progress in 

adjusting their primary balances recently. Subsequently they have with the exception of Greece come much 

closer to obtaining debt sustainability both from primary balance improvements and falling interest rates, 

which decreases the needed interest rate-growth differential essential for sustainability. 
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However, regardless of the recent developments it is too early to call off the Eurozone debt crisis. Particularly 

as interest rates remain well above those in the UK and the USA, which together with the negative real growth 

in many of the countries calls for further improvements before sustainability is obtained. This thesis has thus 

called for Italy and Spain to put the OMT to the test together with the ECB in order to decrease interest rates 

further and spur some economic growth. This should happen through the effect on bank funding costs and 

thereby lending possibilities of lower sovereign interest rates. However, even if successful all the countries face 

years of correcting the imbalances which built up since the adoption of the euro. But this situation is not much 

different from that of Iceland, the UK and the USA, where the two latter still have some improving of the 

primary balances to do before being able to bring down public debt to GDP levels, despite low interest rates. 

As a final note, much more research should be put into understanding monetary unions such as the Eurozone. 

Of particular interest is the inherent susceptibility to liquidity crisis and financial market power, which its 

creation tried to reduce. This is especially interesting in order to avoid or reduce the severity of similar 

sovereign debt crises in the future. In relation to this it is important to figure out political actions needed apart 

from those already planned and enforced, which could increase the stability of the Eurozone. 
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Appendix I 
The Global Savings Glut 

Most of the theories focus on the internal developments and policies in explaining the developments, which 

took place before the financial crisis’ outbreak in 2008. However, Ben Bernanke (2005) held a speech in which 

he pointed towards external explanatory factors. He proposed the global savings glut hypothesis, which in its 

essence describes how excess savings in particularly in developing countries depressed real world interest rates 

and provided cheap and easily available credit to the USA and other developed nations, resulting in current 

account deficits. There are several factors explaining this degree of excess savings globally. Firstly advanced 

countries save internationally due to ageing populations and increased numbers of retirees in the future, high 

capital to labor ratios and generally low domestic investment opportunities. However, the larger part of 

international lending and current account surpluses in the 2000s came from developing nations having 

changed from being net borrowers into being net lenders. There are in particular three reasons for this change. 

Firstly a lot of financial crises in East Asia, Russia and Brazil in the late 1990s meant that many developing 

countries started building up foreign reserves, especially dollar denominated, as buffers against future financial 

crises. Secondly many especially Asian economies pursued export-led growth strategies, whereby they 

prevented their currencies from appreciating and keeping them undervalued. The last factor was the rise in 

commodity prices, which provided current account surpluses through improved terms of trade of especially oil 

producing countries. As current account surpluses increased in developing countries, developed countries 

experienced deficits, especially the USA due to the role of the dollar as reserve and vehicle currency combined 

with the depth and liquidity of the domestic financial markets. In his speech, Bernanke argues that the flow of 

capital from developing to developed nations is unsustainable in the long run, but that investment and return 

opportunities at the time of the speech seemed to favor certain developed countries (Bernanke, 2005). 

The global savings glut hypothesis has later been criticized for being too focused on external factors, rather 

than looking at internal economic and monetary policies. Two such critics John B. Taylor and Hans W. Sinn have 

come up with other explanations. Hans W. Sinn points to the falling savings rate in the USA and too much 

deregulation of financial markets, which he labels casino economies, as main explanatory variables. John B. 

Taylor (2009) focuses on monetary policies as the key issue in explaining the crisis, which will be shown next. 
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Accommodative Monetary Policies leading to Booms and Busts 

In his paper explaining the financial crisis, John B. Taylor (2009) points to the relatively low federal funds rate as 

the main explanatory variable. In the 20 years before the 2000s the USA had followed the so called Taylor rule 

in setting the interest rate, which takes into account macroeconomic variables such as inflation and output. 

The idea of the Taylor rule is to increase nominal interest rates by certain amounts in response to inflation and 

output in order to decrease uncertainty about monetary policies, but at the same time he stresses that such 

rules cannot and should not be followed mechanically by policy makers (John B. Taylor, 1993). Between 2000 

and 2006, the Federal Reserve deviated from the proposed rule according to John B. Taylor (2009), which was 

the main cause of the bust and boom of the housing market. By keeping interest rates lower than the rule 

suggested and for a longer period, mainly due to fear of Japan style deflation, policy makers spurred 

investments in particular in real estate. The fact that global savings as percent of GDP was actually lower in the 

2000s, compared to that in the previous decades, especially the 1970s and 1980s, points to a weakness in the 

global saving glut explanation. Although there was a gap of savings over investments in the world outside the 

USA from 2002-2004, the gap was more than offset by the negative savings gap in the USA  

Other countries outside the USA were also conducting monetary policies which lead to lower interest rates 

than would have been the case had they followed the Taylor rule. One such case is the ECB and in his paper, 

John B. Taylor (2009) makes a regression showing that there is positive correlation between the countries 

which deviates from the monetary rule and price appreciations of houses, which is statistically significant. Thus 

a lower interest rate relative to the Taylor rule also implied a positive increase in housing prices from 2001-

2006. As a last remark, John B. Taylor (2009) further points to the complexity of securitization that happened to 

mortgages such as subprime loans as a factor explaining the financial crisis. This securitization made it almost 

impossible for rating agencies and others to assess the real risk of the products and accordingly the risk was 

underestimated. 

Even if John B. Taylor (2009) tries to prove empirically that the housing bubble in the USA and other countries 

could have been avoided by raising interest rates faster, it is almost impossible to actually say what would have 

happened had this been the monetary policy. However, others such as Rogoff and Obstfeld (2009) also point to 

the fact that accommodative interest rates were part of the explanation of the financial crisis, which will be 

elaborated upon shortly. 
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Falling Savings rates and Financial Deregulation 

Like John B. Taylor, the focus of Hans W. Sinn et al (2011) in explaining the financial crisis in the USA has to do 

with internal developments and policies. However, rather than focusing on lax monetary policies, the primary 

focus is on falling household savings rates as well as new financial products and financial market deregulation, 

which caused households to gamble on further increasing house prices.  

The savings rate of private households had been falling to a point where it was almost nonexistent in the early 

2000s. As companies needed loans to finance investments and the government needed to finance its deficit, 

the lack of domestic savings inevitably meant a need to borrow from abroad through current account deficits. 

The cause of the low savings rate in the USA was mainly a result of policies to increase home ownership and 

the deregulation of banks. Both presidents Carter and Clinton had obliged banks to provide cheap loans to low-

income people through The Community Reinvestment Act in order to combat slum creations. As homeowners 

would be able to remove their debt by returning their houses and mortgages to banks, they started to gamble 

on further increases in housing prices. Banks gambled along knowing that they would only be liable as long as 

their equity went and could even hope for a bail-out if things went wrong. At the same time reform of 

investment banks in 2004, enabled these banks to leverage their equity and securitize their claims in order to 

pass on risk to others, including foreign investors. These triple-A mortgage-backed securities promised high and 

safe return for foreign investors and enabled the USA to have what Hans W. Sinn et al (2011) calls a soft budget 

constraint for the USA, whereby the country enjoyed high income increases as the housing boom went on. The 

housing boom fuelled both housing investment and capital gains, which were used to increase imports among 

other things creating the current account deficit. Current account surplus countries such as China, Japan and 

Germany were readily investing in USA assets, which in the case of Germany and Japan offered higher rates of 

return than domestic assets. This resulted in extremely low net investments in those two countries and in 

Germany’s case two thirds of total savings were channeled abroad between 2002 and 2010.  

With the emergence of the Eurozone in 1999, many countries in the periphery gained unprecedented access to 

capital, which spurred similar developments as in the USA Thus the story is parallel with housing booms and 

later busts in countries such as Spain and Ireland, as these countries were able to attract large amounts of 

international investments, especially after the Eurozone was created and a convergence of interest rates 

began, lowering them considerably in the periphery countries by historical comparisons (Hans W. Sinn et al, 

2011).  
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Appendix II 
Iceland 

Developments in Iceland are rather unique to the other countries both in type and size in relation to the 

Icelandic economy. Iceland saw asset price appreciations like the other countries and a deteriorating current 

account from increased lending from abroad. But unlike the others, the Icelandic developments before the 

crisis to a very large degree reflect three banks and a number of interconnected holding companies expanding 

aggressively abroad by buying companies among other things. Through their high ratings and perceived safety, 

Icelandic banks were easily able to tap into foreign credit, especially through wholesale channels, which were 

then used to finance the oversea expansions of large Icelandic holding companies. Another factor adding to the 

massive inflow of capital was the high interest rate. In an attempt to limit inflation in the overheating economy, 

the central banks of Iceland repeatedly increased the interest rate, which made the Icelandic Krona very 

attractive to foreign investors such as carry traders. This cheap foreign capital was then invested into equity 

and real estate, Icelandic companies expanding abroad and increased consumption of foreign goods. All this led 

to unsustainable imbalances in the Icelandic economy and brought it down with the outbreak of the 

international financial crisis in 2008 (Kallestrup, 2012). 

Ireland 

Ireland is special not only due to the high indebtedness and housing price increases, but from the booming 

years taking place before the credit led boom in the 2000s. Back in the 1980s the Irish economy started an 

export led boom, which meant that Ireland went from among the poorest in the European Union with GDP 

levels per capita equal to that of Spain to become one of the richest economies in Europe by mid-2000s. 

Immigration and increased labor market participation of especially women increased markedly in the 1990s, 

which expanded the Irish labor force from 1.2 million in 1993 to 1.8 million a decade later as well as decreasing 

unemployment at the same time (Economist, 2004). A large part of the explanation to the early Irish growth 

came from the success in attracting investments of multinationals and exporting. As the country grew richer, 

an increasing part of GDP growth came from higher domestic consumption and at the same time housing 

prices had increased since 1995 and continued to do so at impressive rates until 2007 even as housing supply 

increased with a building boom taking place in the 2000s. Irish asset price appreciations, consumption and 

growth became increasingly debt financed in the 2000s like many of the other countries. In 2003 private sector 

credit growth was 20 %, which increased to 30 % a year from 2004 to 2006. Irish household debt surpassed 
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even that of the UK and that goes for debt of both financial institutions and non-financial corporations as well. 

By 2008, only public sector debt in Ireland was smaller than that of the UK (McKinsey Report, 2012). But even 

the small public sector debt, which had been falling relative to GDP in the 2000s masked problems. While 

public expenditure increases were among the absolute highest of all OECD countries in the 2000s, income taxes 

were in fact lowered. The fall in revenue from reduced income taxes was more than made up by the large 

revenue gains of more cyclical taxes such as capital gains taxes like in the case of Spain. As cyclical taxes made 

up 30 % of revenues in 2006 up from 8 % in the 1980s, public balances became increasingly dependent on pro-

cyclical revenues, which collapsed in 2008 (CBI Macro-Financial Review,2012). 

Spain 

Spain developed much in the same way as Ireland, in that the country experienced large price increases in 

housing prices and at the same time it saw a building boom of houses. Housing prices increased by an average 

of about 200 % in real terms from the mid-1990s to 2007, which was mainly due to low interest rates, 

demographic developments and external demand. The joining the Euro in 1999 caused long-term real interest 

rates to fall by around 4 percentage points and it enabled households to substantially lengthen the maturities 

of mortgages from 10 years in 1990 to 28 years in 2007 due to increased stability, which all in all led to 

increased borrowing. The demographic developments leading to increased demand for housing can be divided 

into two explanatory factors. Firstly the baby boom generation in Spain came later than most European 

countries, which meant that they were only beginning to increase the housing demand in the 1990s and on. At 

the same time Spain experienced an immigration boom stemming from the increased job opportunities and 

growth, which expanded the population by 4 million or about 10 % in a decade. Finally, Spain was a popular 

country for other Europeans to buy a secondary home in, which further increased the housing demand. The 

housing price increases are even more remarkable when taking into account the huge increase in housing 

supply. The Spanish building boom in relation to the size of the economy dwarf that of Ireland and the USA. 

From 2000-2007 Spain built around 600,000 dwellings a year, which in many years is more than France, 

Germany, Italy and the UK combined (Herrero and Fernández de Lis, 2008). The increase in housing prices at 

the same time as the building boom is mainly the result of regulation and supply response. A mixture of 

bureaucracy, segmentation and uncertainty due to zoning processes at local government level helped slow 

supply of new land for houses. Furthermore, it takes around 2 yours to complete a house, which delayed 

supply and enabled the demand shock to affect housing prices tremendously (IMF Country Report Spain, 2009). 

These housing price appreciations and building boom were the main drivers of Spanish growth in GDP, not just 
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due to wealth gains but also from the 14 % of the labor force employed within construction by 2007. Like the 

other countries in question the indebtedness in Spain increased hugely from 2000-2008. This reflects a very 

uneven distribution as public debt in fact decreased, like in Ireland, from 63 % of GDP in 2000 to 47 by 2008, 

whereas private debt increased across sectors. Household debt-to-GDP almost doubled from 45 % in 2000 to 

85 % in 2008 as Spanish household increasingly invested in housing. Just as remarkable is the huge increase in 

corporate non-financial debt, which increased from 74 % to 137 % of GDP in the same period. This increase to a 

large degree reflects the debt financed growth of the important real estate and construction sector in Spain. 

Finally the debt of financial institution also increased very much from 10 % of GDP in 2000 to 68 % by 2008, 

reflecting the involvement of financial institutions in the building boom (McKinsey Report, 2012). Much of the 

increased indebtedness was financed externally. Between 1997 and 2007 banks expanded credits by 17 % a 

year, whereas domestic deposits grew at just 12 % a year. The difference was financed by tapping into the 

international financial markets making use of securitization of mortgages, where the quality and size of the 

mortgage portfolio, the degree of overcollateralization demanded by regulation, and the soundness of the 

issuers made them popular to foreign investors. This increased the share of asset backed securities from just 3 

% of GDP in 2001 to 33 % of GDP in 2007 (IMF Country Report Spain, 2009). By making use of domestic retail 

based funding it seems Spanish banks fared better, when financial markets started to increase in volatility in 

2007 and access to interbank markets became limited. 

The UK 

The developments taking place in the UK are different to those of Spain and Ireland in that the country did not 

see a building boom as houses completed remained stable between 1990 and 2008. However housing prices 

did increase by a lot and only real house price appreciations in Ireland surpasses that of the UK. Apart from the 

hugely increased indebtedness of households and corporations, the UK experienced an even larger increase in 

the debt of financial institutions, which accounted for over 50 % of total debt expansion between 2000 and 

2008 (McKinsey Report, 2012). This to a large degree reflects the position of the UK as a global financial center 

with a very internationally diverse banking system. British financial institutions became increasingly leveraged 

and used this leverage to expand both domestically and internationally. By 2007 around 40 % of British banks’ 

assets were foreign and 10 % were American assets including MBS such as subprimes. Much of the additional 

funding needed to expand lending came from wholesale funding in the interbank market, which expanded 

from almost zero at the beginning of the millennium to around 20 % by 2007. Another popular source of 

funding was securitization in the form of ABS as in the U.S. in an attempt to reduce roll over risk by matching 
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maturities of assets and liabilities better. Like many international peers, British banks’ equity levels as a percent 

of total liabilities were relatively small by 2007. However, Like in similar countries, this did not raise alarms in 

the UK as losses from loans were extremely low at the time as well and the degree of international 

diversification seems to have given a false sense of security (Bank of England Financial Stability Report, 2007). 

As problems did start to emerge about the American subprime loans in 2007 the excessive need of wholesale 

funding of some British banks proved fatal when interbank markets closed just as it would later do in Iceland 

and Ireland as well. 
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Appendix III 
The Savings and Loans banking crisis in the U.S. in the 1980s 

Financial deregulation and financial innovation in the 1970s and early 1980s in the U.S. decreased profitability 

in traditional businesses of commercial banks as competition increased. With decreased profitability 

commercial banks were seeking new and potentially more risky businesses in an attempt to increase 

profitability. Accordingly banks increased lending to real estate and leveraged buyouts. With the existence of 

deposit insurance, depositors had little incentive to avoid placing money in riskier banks, which promised 

higher interest rates as a way of gaining funding for business expansion. At the same time the Federal Reserve 

sought to fight high inflation by means of higher interest rates from late 1979, which created two problems for 

American banks. The higher interest rates resulted in a severe recession in the U.S. in 1981-82 and at the same 

time they increased funding costs for banks. The increased funding costs stems from the fact that most 

liabilities of banks are as mentioned short-term and accordingly are therefore quickly affected by rising interest 

rates. Meanwhile  the long-term assets adjust more slowly as most mortgage rates etc. were fixed before the 

interest rate increases, creating a downward pressure on profits for the banks. As the recession took hold in 

the economy, energy and food prices decreased, which was particularly tough in certain parts of the U.S. such 

as Texas, leading to defaults of some S&Ls (savings and loan institutions) and insolvency in many more. Instead 

of closing the insolvent S&Ls, regulators in effect lowered capital requirements hoping things would turn 

around again. The result of this policy only worsened the looming banking crisis as many of the most fragile 

S&Ls decided to bet their banks and take on even more risk to either save their banks or lose it anyway. By the 

late 1980s the problems had grown to even greater proportions, especially as housing prices fell, bankrupting 

the deposit insurance fund and demanding both a huge bailout and regulatory reforms including an increase of 

required reserve capital (Mishkin, 2007). 

The East Asian banking crises of 1997-98 

A combination of currency pegs, good economic outlooks in the form of high growth rates and financial 

deregulation led to international investor confidence in Thailand, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia and the 

Philippines creating a wave of capital inflows and increased lending in these countries. However, weak 

supervision and monitoring meant that losses on some of the bank loans started to appear, eroding the bank 

capital or equity as asset values were reduced in the late 1990s. Thailand and Korea experienced failures of 

major financial and nonfinancial institutions such as Finance One just before the crisis really took off. As 
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financial markets became increasingly concerned about the health of the financial systems in the countries, 

they began a series of speculative attacks against the pegged currencies beginning in 1997, forcing the central 

banks to allow the currencies to float. However, many of the Asian companies had borrowed in foreign 

currencies under the protection of the currency peg and accordingly their debt obligations increased 

tremendously as the domestic currencies plummeted in value. The resulting increases in interest payments and 

debt obligations meant that many companies and households were unable to pay their debt commitments, 

causing massive losses to banks. To make matters worse many banks had also borrowed short-term in foreign 

currencies, which further deteriorated their balance sheets as the domestic currencies plummeted resulting in 

banking crises in the countries (Mishkin, 2007). 

The Banking Crisis of Argentina in 2001 

Unlike the previous banking crises described, the one in Argentina was not a result of private sector problems 

leading to loan losses, but stemmed from the problems of bad government debt, which spilled over into the 

banking sector. The banks in Argentina were well monitored and in relatively good shape as the crisis broke out 

in 2001. The government had financed its fiscal deficits by coercing Argentine banks to purchase large amounts 

of government debt. However, as financial markets lost confidence in the ability of the government to honor its 

debt obligations in 2001, interest rates on government debt rose dramatically, causing huge losses on 

government securities for banks. The crisis took a further turn for the worse as the resulting recession, which 

hit the Argentine economy, translated into losses on private sector loans as well leading to a severe crisis of 

confidence in the solvency of Argentine banks. As households lost confidence in the banks they started to 

withdraw deposits, leading to a full scale banking crisis including bank runs of depositors trying to ensure their 

savings (Mishkin, 2007). 
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Appendix IV 
The Icelandic banks were under a lot of pressure in 2008 as the interbank markets became inaccessible and the 

European System of Central Banks stopped accepting cross shareholding as collateral for credit. In acting as a 

lender of last resort for Icelandic banks the increased liquidity provided by the CBI had mainly two 

consequences. The expansion of liquidity increased inflation further, which was already a problem due to the 

depreciating currency in 2008, limited the interest rate possibilities of the central bank. Furthermore the 

actions quadrupled the balance sheet of the CBI to a staggering 90 % of GDP at its top as it dealt with the 

liquidity constrained Icelandic banks. This increase was both much larger in size and came ahead of the 

increased balance sheets of the other three central banks. Accordingly when the financial crisis hit in the 

autumn the central bank was unable to do much about it, as it was already stretched to the limit from its 

attempts to help the Icelandic banks. As the banks collapsed the CBI had to take large losses and was stuck with 

a lot of collateral in declining asset markets. To cover some of the losses the treasury bought some of these 

assets and others were transferred to a subsidiary to be sold at a later time when prices increased. Most losses 

from the collapse fell on the foreign creditors of the banks however (Gudmundsson, 2012). With a collapsed 

banking system the actions of the CBI in collaboration with the IMF were focused on stabilizing the exchange 

rate and stopping the massive outflow of capital from Iceland. Accordingly it raised interest rates and together 

with the government and the IMF it created capital controls largely in place today (IMF Country Report Iceland, 

2012). 
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Appendix V 
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Appendix VI 
The structure and political disagreement between Eurozone countries is the largest explanation as to why the 

ECB has refrained from standing ready to act as a lender of last resort in the government bond market until the 

summer 2012 with its OMT plan. Unlike the USA the Eurozone is not a federation with a central government 

and common fiscal policy. Rather the Eurozone consists of 17 different countries each with its own government 

and fiscal policies. These fiscal policies are then subject to certain rules regarding a debt level at 60 % of GDP 

and a deficit limit of 3 % of GDP outlined in the Stability and Growth pact in the Maastricht treaty. However, 

even before the financial crisis many countries including France and Germany have repeatedly violated these 

criteria. Most violations have gone unsanctioned because it has proven difficult to enforce such sanctions 

politically. Then as the financial crisis hit in 2008 the treaty was almost universally violated across the Eurozone 

as countries were fighting the ensuing recessions (Kopf, 2011). 

The fiscal difference between countries is the root of the problems in a monetary union such as the Eurozone, 

as countries borrow individually in a currency over which they have no control. This is particularly true as the 

ECB has restrictions to its political mandate. The exact political structure and mandate of the ECB is beyond the 

scope of this report, but it is essential for the discussion to understand that the ECB is prohibited by the Treaty 

on the Functioning of the European Union to use monetary financing of governments. This means that the ECB 

is prohibited from purchasing public debt instruments on the primary market. Purchases on the secondary 

market are in principal allowed, but only to the extent that they are not used as monetary financing of 

governments (ECB Monthly Bulletin, 2012). The term monetary financing has been subject of much discussion 

with regards to ECB bond purchases in the secondary market. Some Eurozone bailout creditor countries with 

no sustainability issues most notably Germany have been arguing that ECB government bond purchases are in 

fact monetary financing. These countries have been particularly concerned about moral hazard of the debtor 

countries, meaning these would be less inclined to enforce needed structural reforms and deficit reductions if 

financial market pressures would ease. They have thus argued that actions such as bond purchases are merely 

removing the symptoms and not the real problems of high indebtedness. On the other hand mostly debtor 

countries, but also France under president Hollande, have argued for bond purchases or other measures to 

avoid pushing the countries into insolvency. They argued that financial markets were not functioning smoothly 

and this caused interest spreads to be higher than what fundamentals would justify. This in turn meant that 

economic reforms and deficit reductions were inadequate in reducing financing pressures (The Irish Times, 

2012). 
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The governing council, the leading organ of the ECB, finally decided to move ahead in establishing the OMT 

after the Mario Draghi speech to do whatever is within the ECB mandate to save the euro in late July 2012. The 

decision was supported by all Eurozone governments including the German one. The purchases to be made by 

the OMT will be unlimited but conditional on fiscal terms and according to the ECB Monthly Bulletin (2012) it 

will not be violating the rule regarding monetary financing, but rather it is needed to regain financial stability in 

the Eurozone. So far no countries have applied for this bail out, but through deterrence the plan has lowered 

yields on government bonds in the distressed countries. However, yields are still higher than in comparable 

countries with independent currencies and whether the reduction will be permanent remains to be seen.  
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Appendix VII 

Sustainability Calculations for 2011 all in percent of GDP 

    Real Int. Rate Real GDP Debt Level* Needed Prim. Bal. Actual Prim. Bal. Needed Adj. 

Iceland   -1.1 2.6 99.2 -3.7 0.9 4.6 

Ireland   3.2 1.4 106.5 1.9 -2.7 -4.6 

Spain   1.0 0.4 69.1 0.4 -3.3 -3.7 

United Kingdom 0.4 0.9 81.8 -0.4 -4.1 -3.7 

United States 0.2 1.8 102.9 -1.6 -5.9 -4.3 

Greece   5.8 -7.1 165.4 21.3 0.4 -20.9 

Italy   3.4 0.6 120.1 3.4 1.6 -1.8 

Portugal   2.9 -3.1 107.8 6.5 -2.3 -8.8 

Source: OECD and IMF* - Interest rates have been deflated by the OECD GDP deflator for that year (see below)  

Sustainability Calculations for 2012 all in percent of GDP 

    Real Int. Rate Real GDP Debt Level* Needed Prim. Bal. Actual Prim. Bal. Needed Adj. 

Iceland   -0.4 2.5 94.2 -2.7 2.2 4.9 

Ireland   2.0 0.5 117.7 1.8 -0.8 -2.6 

Spain   2.3 -1.3 90.7 3.3 0.5 -2.8 

United Kingdom 1.1 -0.1 88.7 1.1 -3.0 -4.1 

United States 0.2 2.2 107.2 -2.1 -5.0 -2.9 

Greece   6.9 -6.3 170.7 22.5 3.2 -19.3 

Italy   3.8 -2.2 126.3 7.6 4.5 -3.1 

Portugal   4.2 -1.8 119.1 7.1 1.4 -5.7 

Source: OECD and IMF* - Interest rates have been deflated by the OECD GDP deflator for that year (see below) 

Sustainability Calculations for 2013 all in percent of GDP 

    Real Int. Rate Real GDP Debt Level* Needed Prim. Bal. Actual Prim. Bal. Needed Adj. 

Iceland   -1.8 2.7 90.5 -4.1 2.6 6.7 

Ireland   4.9 1.3 119.3 4.3 0.9 -3.4 

Spain   2.2 -1.4 96.9 3.5 3.7 0.2 

United Kingdom 1.7 0.9 93.3 0.7 -1.9 -2.6 

United States 0.3 2.0 111.7 -1.9 -3.4 -1.5 

Greece   6.7 -4.5 181.8 20.4 5.5 -14.9 

Italy   3.7 -1.0 127.8 6.0 6.2 0.2 

Portugal   3.1 0.9 123.7 2.7 2.9 0.2 

Source: OECD and IMF* - Interest rates have been deflated by the OECD GDP deflator for that year (see below) 

 

Needed primary balance is found using this part of the sustainability formula: 

(   )  
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  2011     2012     2013     

  Interest GDP Defl. Real int. Interest GDP Defl. Real int. Interest GDP Defl. Real int. 

Iceland 2.5 3.6 -1.1 3.2 3.6 -0.4 3.0 4.8 -1.8 

Ireland 3.0 -0.2 3.2 3.8 1.8 2.0 5.2 0.3 4.9 

Spain 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.6 0.3 2.3 2.9 0.7 2.2 
United 
Kingdom 3.1 2.7 0.4 3.2 2.1 1.1 3.4 1.7 1.7 

United States 1.9 1.7 0.2 2.0 1.8 0.2 2.1 1.8 0.3 

Greece 6.8 1.0 5.8 6.3 -0.6 6.9 6.2 -0.5 6.7 

Italy 4.7 1.3 3.4 4.9 1.1 3.8 5.0 1.3 3.7 

Portugal 3.6 0.7 2.9 4.0 -0.2 4.2 4.0 0.9 3.1 

Source: The OECD - Real Interest rates are found by subtracting the GDP deflators from the nominal interest rates 
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Appendix VIII 
Second generation models look into self-fulfilling and multiple equilibria situations, whereby governments with 

fixed exchange rate regimes can be forced by financial markets into giving up their currency peg despite 

somewhat sound fundamentals. This means that the peg can in theory hold into the indefinite if allowed by 

financial markets, but markets can force the government into a macroeconomic tradeoff. If markets start an 

attack on the currency, the measures authorities need to take such as raising interest rates to defend the peg 

might prove too politically unbearable a cost and if so the currency peg will likely be abandoned. Thus although 

the peg was initially in a sustainable equilibrium, the successful actions on behalf of markets creates a new 

equilibrium exchange rate at a different level.  

A related important contribution to this generation of models has been proposed by e.g. Gerlach and Smets 

(1994) as well as Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1995), which look into contagion in times of crises. This 

relates to informational contagion or informational asymmetries, where financial markets reevaluate their view 

of other markets in light of development in one market such as Greece in the recent crises. This generation of 

models seems to be able to explain a large part of the Eurozone debt crisis, in particular in relation to Portugal 

and Italy, as will be seen in the last subsections of the thesis. Not least in light of certain similarities between 

the current crisis and the ERM crisis in the early 1990s. 

With their focus upon private sector vulnerabilities, third generation models of attacks on a currency peg are 

particularly important in light if the five countries studied in this thesis, where problems all started in the 

private sectors. The imbalances can stem from either the non-financial balance sheets or the financial sector 

and is often due to large foreign liabilities. Such liabilities can if a currency attack is successful in depreciating 

the currency become unsustainable (Krugman, 2001). These types of models originally proposed to explain the 

South East Asian crisis in 1997-1998 are valuable in explaining some of the mechanisms at play during the 

financial crisis of 2008.  

 


